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THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912.

DEMOCRATS HAVE CRISIS

WILSON'S FOLLOWERS SEE
VICTORY

ACTIONS

IN

OF

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION
and the Clark

VOTE

delegation
substituted after the national com
mittee had put Its seal of approval on
the WilBon delegates.

ON CREDENTIALS

REPORT SEATS HEN
FAVOR NEW

10

f

RSEVIIE

Trend of the Gathering Seems to Point to
Triumph for "Progressive" Wing
of the Party
IS

CHAIRMAN

PERMANENT

SELECTED

James, On Assuming the Gavel, Delivers an Eloquent Ad
Democratic
dress Full ol Old Time as Well as

OHie

te

Mix-Uand
Alludes to the Roosevelt-Taf- t
AdWife
President's
of
to
Smile
Lips
Brings a
to 8 O'clock Tonight When
Is
Taken
journment
Nominations Will Be in Order

Doctrine

p

June 27. The
progressives won another Vic
tory ill IUO uciuuviauu i,gu.(M"UH
day when the delegates overturned
the report of the credentials committee and seated ten Wilson delegates
from South Dakota. The Wilson supporters claimed that the vote made
the nomination of Woodrow Wilson a
practical certainty.
New York's 30 votes, which yestercombiday went to the
hlock
In
a
cast
were
nation, today
for the Wilson delegates. The announcement of New Tork'a vote was
greeted with cheers from the Wilson
the
delegates. Tumult Interrupted
convention during the debate of the
of the credentials committee.
, report
The Wilson adherents started the demonstration and the dark, Underwood
and other factions, not to toe outdone,
at once took It up. The uproar
came general, floor and galleries' standing on chairs and yelling madly.
Hundreds of policemen endeavored
vainly for nearly 20 minutes to check
the demonstration.
Myriad banners of all sizes and
hundreds of lithographs of the various
candidates were raised. The Missouri and New Jersey standards were
torn from the clamps and a disorganized struggling procession filled the
aisles. Several women appeared on
the floor during the demonstration.
The galleries, crowded with partisans
were quieted with great difficulty. The
demonstration lasted 20 minutes.
The democratic national convention
was called to order this afternoon at
12:45 o'clock.
Among the notable
was Mrs. William
present
personages
H. Taft, wife of the president. Mrs.
Taft was accompanied by a party of
ladies, who took seats in one of the
iboxes immediately flanking the platBryan-Wilso-n

Baltimore,

Clark-Harmo-

n

j

form.

The delegates to the democratic! national convention filed into the convention hall today prepared for a
long and exciting session. It was expected to be the day of the climax,
the end of the long campaign waged
y the presidential aspirants. These
delegates apparently were as much at
ea as ever as to who would be the
nominee.
All Borts of rumors were afloat as
to deals and combinations but not one
of these seemed to have a trustworthy
foundation.
The supporters of Wood- row Wilson, heartened by the
"Wilson-Bryan- "
victory last night In
the fight for the abrogation of the
unit rule in binding all the members
f a state delegation to the views of
the majority in the delegation, were
claiming that the New Jersey gover-

u

to

him.

Supporters of Chafp Clark were
claiming the nomination wits as much
outward confidence as ever as they
gathered for the day's session.
"Dark horse" talk died away a little today. There appeared to be con-cu- s
of opinion that the fight' lay
among the supporters of Wilson,
Clark and Bryan. Mr. Bryan had not
committed himself on the question of
the presidency In any way up to the
time the convention met.
The order of business as the convention met was further considered
of the report of the committee on
credentials. The majority report was
presented last night. The majority
had unseated ten Wilson delegates in
South Dakota and given their places
to Clark men, and this was expected
to precipitate a lively fight.
Then the report of the committee
permanent organization was sched- uled to be taken up, with the convention ready to ratify bv acclamaP!lt
tion the choice of Senator-Kl- t
M. James of Kentuckv, as permanent
chairman.
to
The delegates looked forward
long series of nominating and
seconding speeches and finally to th'i
on the presidential 'candi- dat6s. No one expected a choke on
the1 first ballot, but the lineup on the
Initial vote was awaited with keen-,- .'
est interest. A big squad of police
sta-- j
filed in and the serjeant-at-arm- s
tioned policemen ten feet apart in
every aisle. Despite added forces the
sergeant-at-arm- s
was unable to prevent crowding in the aisles.
Chairman Parker mounted the platwith
form at 12:10 and conferred
Parliamentarian Crisp1 and Senator
John Sharp Williams of Mississippi,
forces.
leader of the Bryan-WilsoThere was an excited conference in
the Missouri delegation.
Senator Luke Lea, leader cf the
Bryan forces, former Senator Dubois,
Senator Stont and former Governor
David Francis were discussing what
Senator Lea termed "the South Dakota steal."
When the group broke up Senator
Lea hurried to the .platform to plan
the fight on the credentials majority
mort.. The ten Wilson delegates had
ecn unseated by the credentials
n

1
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STRENGTH BRYAN

Connecticut, yeas 1, nays
GUIDES
TEE
Delaware, yeas 6.
Florida, yeas 2; nays 10.
FRIENDS QF WILSON
NEAR CHI- GIFTED NEBRASKAN WILLW)
DECLARE FORCES GATHERED
Hon
Georgia, nays 28.
ARE
IN
HUAHUA
ACTION
THIS
FEDERAL
A
IS
STEP
5,000
THE
THIS
PLATFORM
FOR
Idaho,- yeas 8.
I1""
AND1 5,000 REBEL.
HIS FAVOR
,,
CONVENTION,
Indiana, yeas 11; nays lfc.
Illinois, yeas 58; nays 0.
Iowa, yeas 11V6; nays
IS
UP
T0THE v STATES ARTILLERY IS IN PLACE REFERENDUM AND RECALL.
;
Kansas, ' yeas 20.
'
26.
Kentucky, nays
IN MADERO'S
DELEGATE8 SELECTED AND
Louisiana, yeas 13; nays 7.
SOLDIERS
PLANNED THESE PROGRESSIVE DOCTRINE3
Maine, yeas 11; nays 1.
STRUCTED BY CONVENTIONS
TO BEGIN A.TTACK AT
WILL BE GIVEN INFEREN;
Maryland, yeas
nayslS'.
MUST OBSERVE RULE
NOON HOUR.
TIAL APPROVAL,
Massachusetts, passed for the pres
.

,

,

3;

Alaska,

yeas

2;

nays

Baltimore, June 27. The effect of
the action of the democratic national
convention last night In amending the
rule making it binding on delegations
to adhere to the unit rule was the
subject of wide discussion today.
Though different views of the convention's action were expressed
by
party leaders, the actual effect of the
amendment was explained by Charles
R. Crisp, parliamentarian of the house
of representatives, who is acting as
parliamentary clerk to the convention.
"The action of the convention In
adopting the report of the committee
on rules," said Mr. Crtsp, "will be to
bind to the unit rule all delegates
elected by state conventions where
the state applies the unit rule. Delegates who were elected by congressional districts or In preferential primaries will not be bound by the unit
rule under the amendment to the
rules."
,
Supporters of Governor Woodrow
Wilson claim Ih.e'ir candidates' will
gain many votes by this action be
sides the 18 which he will gain from
Ohio.

ROCK

HURLED INTO

4.

District of Columbia, yeas 6.
NIGHT KILLS MAN
Hawaii, yeas 6.
Porto Rico, yeas 4; nays 2.
Massachusetts, yeas 7; nays 29.'
LUCERO CITIZEN SLAYS INTRUDMichigan, yeas 11; nays 19.
j
ER WHO HAD COME ON HiS
Nevada, yeas 2; nays 3; not voting

Roland S. Morris, delegate
from
Philadelphia1 presented the minority
report from the committee on credenOfficial result: To adopt minority
tials.
William A.
report seating Wilson from South Da
of West Virginia defended the
kota, yeas 633; nays 437; not vot
majority report on credentials.
absent 2.
ing
Delegate Crane of Texas spoke for
Senator John Sharp Williams made
the minority report;
d
point of order against the vote of
of Louisiana for the majority the
Phillipplne islands on the grounds
report, on the South Dakota case. The that the supreme court has ruled the
debate on the South Dakota case In- Islands are not a part of the United
dicated a lineup and possible 'test States.
vote between the Clark and Wilson
None' of the other contests before
forces.
the, committee were taken to the floor
Shouts of ''vote, vote," came from of the convention and the report of
the delegates, wearied with long
the credentials committees as to all
bate on the South Dakota case. Fre- - other cases was accepted. The Har
quent cheers greeted the name of
delegates from Illinois
Champ Clark during the discussion of abandoned their fight, Two Clark
the South Dakota credentials. Ollie factions from the District of Colum
James of Kentucky selected for per- bia were seated with half a vote each.
manent chairman, came into the hall
The report of credentials commitfor the first time today and held whis-th- e tee was confirmed by viva voce .vote,
est ion of Philippine delegates be-pered talks with delegates,
Si reserved for a
A lively controversy arose as
separate vote. The
dore Bell of California, championed Philippine delegates were excluded
the Clark delegates in the South Da- - on viva voce .vote.
kota case.. Delegates challenged his
Ollie James was elected permastatements from the floor, while shouts nent chairman on the report of the
for Wilson gradually brought on a committee of permanent organization.
tumultous demonstration. .
Chairman James was escorted to the
Great waves of cheering swept the platform amid rapturous applause
hall as the demonstration Increased and began his 'speech as permanent
to a storm.
Banners were borne chairman.
James' Address..
through the aisles, delegates standing
on chairs and madly waving hats, umMr. James' .address' as permanent
brellas and flags. New Jersey, Penn- chairman' was in part as follows: "1
sylvania and Texas swung Wilson ban- am deeply grateful' to this great conners; a Clark transparency gained the vention of patriot American demopoint of vantage immediately In front crats for this high .honor. I congratof the platform.
Underwood stream- ulate the democrats of the nation for
ers were further back, and Massachu- the auspices on which we have
setts unfurled a Foss banner half assembled. Here no charge of bribacross the hall.
ery hovers ,above this hall, no cry
The uproar was in full swing after of thief and robber is hurled by one
20 minutes, delegations parading with fellow
democrat at another. Tne
banners, floor and galleries yelling democratic party is essentially a parmadly in a confused din for Wilson, ty of the people because it is the
Clark and Underwood, while frequent people. There are two records thsi
flashlight explosions punctuated the will be presented to the American
bedlam of sound.
people of the coming campaign for
A young woman mounted the seats
of the Missouri delegation, swinging
(Continued on Page Four)
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convention.
There was much noise and confiv
sion In the convention hall during the ent,
wait for the proceedings to begin. The
Michigan, passed for the present.
band kept up a lively racket. Half
Minnesota, yeaa 24.
an hour after the time set for the
Mississippi, nays 20.
convening the aisles were crowded
Missouri, nays 36.
with delegates and the leaders were
Montana, yeas 8.
still confrring on the platform.
Nebraska, yeas 14; nays 2.
Robert F. Crain, chairman of the
Nevada, passed for the present.
Baltimore convention committee, reNew Hampshire, yeas 6; nays 2.
that doors
ported at the platform
New Jersey, yeas 24; nays 4.
were being rushed, ushers and doorNew Mexico, nays 7; not voting 1.
keepers were helpless. The police
New York, yeas 90.
i
were unable to cope with the situaNorth Carolina, yeas 20; nays 4.
tion because the convention authoriNorth Dakota, yeas 10.
'
ties would not consent to closing any
Ohio, yeas 18; nays 28; 2 not vot
entrances.
ing.
Local authorities urged that the
Oklahoma, yeas 10; nays 10.
whole situation be taken away trom
Oregon, yeas 10.
political appointees who wore the
Pennsylvania, yeas 71; nays B.
badges of
Rhode Island, nays 10.
but the plea was unheeded.
South Carolina, yeas 18.
There appeared little hope that the
South Dakota, not voting.
session oould be conducted with any
Tennessee, yeas 10; nays 14.
semblance of decorum. A Missouri
Texas, yeas 40.
delegate with a (bundle of Champ
Utah, yeas 4.
Clark lithographs made a r6una o.' uie'!
Vermont, yeisS.
"
'
fljar, tacking the pictures to slate
Virginia, yeas 24.
standards. He placarded California,
14.
Washington, nays
Colorado, Wyoming and Arkansas.
West Virginia, yeas
nays 10;
"Tear it down, "Take it away" broke IVi not
voting.
from rows of the delegates and in a
Wisconsin, yeas 19; na'ys 6; 1 not
flash the pictures had been stripped voting.
from the Wyoming
and Arkansas
Wyoming, yeas 3; nays 3.

standards.
Temporary Chairman Parker began
pounding for order at 12:15 p. m.
Five minutes later the delegates were
listening attentively to the opening
'
prayer of Rabbi A.

nnmrirn nurr

26.

W h.

VAR TARIFF

OF

Colorado, yeas, 1; nays 11.

assistant-sergeant-at-arm-

nor would sweep the convention today and secure the nomination.
There was renewed talk of Mr. Bry-ahimself as the nominee, among
some '"'of th,e
conservatives.
Some of Mr. Bryan's friends Indicated that the Nebraskan apparently wsb
content with, the position he now occupies in the convention, the right
to name the candidate being all but
conceded

The credentials committee bases its
action on the claim that two Clark
tickets had together polled more
votes than the Wilson ticket The
credentials committee turned out the
Wilson delegates by a narrow vote
2S to 23 and Wilson men on the com
mittee announced their Intention of
carrying the fight to the floor of the

California, nays

Pali

CITY EDITION.

a Clark banner and stirring the crowd
to new frenzy.
The demonstration lasted 22 minutes
and gradually died out before urgent
demands for order.
At 2:30 p. m. the question of the
adoption of the minority report was
put to a vote.
The vote on minority report
of
the credentials committee on South
Dakota was as follows:
DELEGATES ELECTED AT DIRECT
Alabama, yets 14; nays 10.
PRIMARIES MAY VOTE AS
Arizona, "eas 0; nays 6.
Arkansas, yeas 0, nays 18.
INSTRUCTED

Marty.S

Kor It.

EXCLUBIVE A6QOCIATEO PREOf3 LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
VOL.

0t

Want to

PREMISES

Chihuahua,
Mex., June 27. The
crisis in the Mexican revolution Is at
hand today. ', Five thousand rebels
well
entrenched and fortified at
Bachimba, 46 miles south of here,
were expected today to engage the
federal columns of equal strength
commanded by General Huerta.
At stake Is the city of 'Chihuahua,
for months under rebel control and a
vital point in northern Mexico. There
is tremendous tension here among
foreigners many of whom have raised
their nation's flag over residences
and business houses. It is generally
realized that a rebel defeat or retreat
would mean' a disorganized uncon
trolled flight" to the city of Chlhja- hua, with looting and rioting as a cli
,

max.

Attack to Start at Noon.
At Federal Army Headquarters, Or
tiz, Miex., June 7. General Huerta
erpect'j to have his artillery In post
uon just aneaa or consuelo, seven
miles south of Bachimba, by noon to
day, ,when he plans to open the attack
on the rebel stronghold.
The government has sent out two
flanking columns which should open
fight on the right and left of the reb
el positions simultaneously with the
artillery assault at the center. Gen
eral Huerta expects to be in the city
of Chihuahua In five days, as It Is
anticipated the rebels will blow up
all bridges if they retreat from Bach
imba.

A somewhat vague account of a
killing which oocured in Lucero, a
small settlement near Mora, last Sun- ROOSEVELT
day night, was received In Las Vegas
today. A man named Padeo Medina
was the unfortunate victim. According to the story, Medina was prowling
about a house la Lucero when its occupant inquired what he was doing HADLEY TELLS HOW COLONEL
COULD HAVE DICTATED CONthere. Medina refused to answer.
Then the householder picked up a
VENTION'S CHOICE
stone and hurled it In the direction
In which Medina's
Cedar Rapids, June 27. Governor
footsteps were
heard.
Unfortunately the missile Herbert
Hadley of Missouri today
struck the man on the head, killing confirmed the statements of Colonel
him instantly. The householder, whose Roosevelt and Comptroller Prendergast
name was not learned, had no Inten- of New York that Taft leaders had
tion of striking Medina but wished to offered at Chicago to seat the Roose
frighten him away. It Is understood velt delegates from Washington and
the Mora county authorities will hold Texas If Roosevelt would consent to
an Inquest and make other efforts the nomination of Governor Hadley
to learn details of the killing.
or some other third man. Governor
It is reported that a Mora citizen Hadley passed through here today
was found a short time since in the on his way to fill Chautauqua engage
corral of Luciano Gallegos, The lat- ments.
ter asked the Intruder what he was
"This proposition was made to me
doing there and demanded that he and I understand that it also was
give his name. The intruder replied: made to Colonel Roosevelt," said Gov"Don't shoot!
It is me," averting a ernor Hadley. "I refused to considprobable killing, as Luciano was pre- er or! discuss It unless It first had the
pared to shoot. Had the Intruder at approval of Colonel Roosevelt, as. I
Lucero replied to the inquiry of the was for him for tho nomination and
householder he1 doubtless would have no one else. I was told afterwards
saved his life.
that Colonel Hoosevelt had refused
his consent"

MEN

REFUSED TRADE

a

...

FREIGHT

AGENTS IN SESSION
Detroit, Mich., June 27. The annual convention of the American Association of Local Freight Agents
met here today with several hundred
delegates in attendance. The convention bring3 together representaive
railroad men from nearly all the
large railway centers of the United
States and Canada. The sessions,
which will continue for several days,
will be devoted to the discussion of
technical questions in connection with
fr.pieht traffic.

Baltimore, Juue 27. Mr. rjryaa r3
Senator O'Gorman of New York will
write the platform of the domocratlo
national convention.
When the wjrklng
of the committee oa resolutions va$$today the members found tbemselves
without a, platform draft of sufficient
coheslveness to form a basis for the
committee's operations and a conclusion was arrived at speedily to apto prepoint a second
pare a draft for the convenience Cf
the
and later of. the
full . committee, and Mr.. Bryan and
O'Gorman, were designated to per- form that service.
The
then adjourned
with the understanding that It would
reconvene at 4 o'clock and that the
full committee would be called t
gether at 7 o'clock this evening.
Before beginning his work Mr. Bryan told some of his friends that the
platform would b1) "an essentially
progressive document"
Especial stress wlll"i!yrlald on the
plank which will declare for a tariff
for revenue only. The democratic
house of representatives will be commended for its work In the downward
revision of the tariff and the party
will be pledged to continue this labor.
The attitude of the (president will be
condemned and the republican party
charged with breach of faith In fall
lng to perform Its promises of four
years ago.
Referendum and recall will be In
as progressive
Indorsed
ferential
measures, but the carrying out of
these plans of government will be legated to the party In the various
states. Planks strongly indorsing an
income tax, the direct election of sen
ators and primary elections are exv

pected.
Bryan Is Facetious
William Jennings Bryan remarked
before leaving to attend the delibera-

tions of the resolutions committee
this morning "that the ''convention
yesterday clipped off the tail of
Thomas F. Ryan's cat"
The Nebraska leader had previous
ly depicted Ryan, the New York financier, as cracking a
over the convention .
"Then the course of progresslvelsm
is moving along more smoothly T"
Well, the proceedings yesterday,"
replied Mr.- Bryan, "would Indicate
that they had not made any inrrrds
on us."
Mr. Bryan's presence at the r
,
tions committee meeting today
delayed by the crush of visitors
CoUarless ; and coatle
Nebraskan was surrounded!
rooms and given an enthi

v

ception.

i

"Is there anything yc'
us?" inquired a newsps
'There will be sonethinf.
hourly and dally,'! replied Mr.
significantly. "LI can't say an
more. I have bwsn so verv bus
VETERAN EDUCATOR RETIRES
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 27. With lng bosses that J have not hs
the ,end of the college year today, to shave."
Professor Martin L. D'Ooge, head of
the Greek department of the UniverCONf
sity of Michigan, retired from the fac- SWEDISH-FINNISHlbbing, Minn., June 2,
ulty of the Institution with which he
for 45 years nual national convention of
has been connected
Professor D'Ooge was the oldest memBenevolfnce
ber of the Michigan faculty in point began here today, and wf
of service and one of the oldest edu- session until next Mondf
cators In the United States. He has are in attendance
of the United
been retired on a Carnegie pension.

V

V

TWO

TEACHERS

'PARTY STRONGER

WILL FREE ADVICE
TO SIGK AVOf.IEM

MEET IN DUKE

Education association planninq to hold biggest

-

MEET IN HISTORY.

"i.

I vinta Fe, N.

lb

June

M.,

27.

The

de- -

vjatlons for the annual meeting
I New Mexico Educational asso- fn In Albuquerque next Novem- -

All indications point to the largest
In the history of the asso
cjation and we anticipate an attend-La- s

5'Athering

andf
' i

bce of between 700 and 800. Albu- querque la able to take care of a
large crowd. All teachers, school of-.- ..
and friends of education are
-- planning to be present
I EGAo vj
The meeting will be important not
BIBHL, Ptaionly 'n attendance and enthusiasm,
out in the far reaching plans which
16 Grand
wlu be outlined for school improve-'honMaijment and educational progress. Come
and have a hand in the "biggest en-'- "
terprise in which a state can engage the education of its children."
'
At the meeting of the legislature next
winter, the results of our plans will
1e laid before our senators and representatives in Santa Fe for enactment into laws which will mean much
to the children pf the state. Our at-- ,
"i
tendance and enthusiasm at Albu- will assist
querque next November
f
f
greatly in securing proper legislation.
I
The executive committee: Superin
tendent M. H. Brasher, Roswell; Superintendent W. B. McFarland, Silver City; Professor Frank Carroon,
East Las Vegas.
Preliminary announcement for the
next meeting of the N. M. E. A. to be
e

Women suffering from any form of female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the woman's private correspondence department of the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read and
answered by a woman and held in strict
confidence. A woman can freely talk of
her private illness to a woman; thus has
been established a confidential correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession,
as the hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thou
sands. Surely any
woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to

take advantage of

3 3E,

Iff! !I0
she uiiL
ur

NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN PREDICTS VICTORY FOR PRESI-- s
IDENT TAFT.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 27. Hon.
Solomon Luna, republican national
committeeman from New Mexico, returned to Albuquerque this morning
on the California limited from Chicago, where he has been for the past

three weeks, attending first, the
strenuous sessions of the committee,
and the even more strenuous national

u
ID Y6UR LAST OPPORTUNITY

Meetze, Vs. Mrs. J. C Green of this
place, says: "I suffered with womanly
troubles so that I could hardly sit un,
Two of the beet doctors in our tow a
treated me, and I tried different medicines, until I gave up all hope of erer
getting well.
One day, I decided to try some Car.
dul. It did bo much for me that I
ordered some more, and it cured me!
Today, I feel as well as I ever did la.
my life.
The pains and the trouble sre all
gone. I feel like another person in
every way. I wish every sufferer could
know what Cardui will do for sick
women."
A few doses of Cardui at the right
time, will save many a big doctor bill,
by preventing serious sickness.
It tones up the nervous system, and
helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
Thousands of weak women have been
restored to health and happiness by
using Cardui. Suppose yon try it
It may be just the medicine you need,

convention. Mr. Luna was unanimousto the committee by the
ly
New Mexico delegation, after sixteen
years of continuous service, beginning his fifth term. Next to the venerable Powell Clayton of Arkansas,
Mr. Luna Is the oldest member of the
committee in point of continuous serWrite to; Udic' Advisory Dept.,
vice. He was named a member of N. B.Medicint
Co., Qtattanoota, Twn.. for Special
book. "Horn Trtauwnt
the. subcommittee to discuss with Iwtruction$t and
ft.nl ia uui mppcr. on reoiMM.
President Taft the selection of the
chairman of the committee, who will
Cttatta-noo-

ca

direct the president's campaign for
this generous offer
but because of business
Adof assistance.
matters at homeould not go on to
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
dress Lydia E. Pink-ha,
Washington.
Medicine Co.,
(confidential) Lynn,
"Although there were strenuous
Mass.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 27. The
times In tbe. Chicago convention, and
Every woman ought to have although the rivalry between the Taft James Flsk Mining and Milling comLydia E. Plnkham's 80-paand Roosevelt forces was keen to the pany composed of Eugene Rogan and
Text Book. It is not a book for
point of bitterness, the outcome of L. B. Rogan and E. D Baker, the forgeneral distribution as it is too the fight was wholesome and will, in mer two of Ft Worth, Texas, and the
expensive. . It is .free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for my opinion, result in more of unity, latter of Orogrande was incorporated
it today.
strength and aggressive action than today. The conrpany plans to develop
mineral holdings at Orogrande where
we have had for some years past.
4:
"The talk of a bolt from the con- Mr. Baker, a practical mining man,
f
vention and of widespread desertion is the resident agent. The company
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
from the party by powerful state incorporates for $300,000 at $1 a
leaders was greatly magnified by a share.
lipid at Albuquerque, N. M., NovemNew Board Organizes.
number of newspapers for reasons
1912.
ber
Samuel
Eldoit of Chamita, George
which are obvious.
But the real
All general sessions v. 11 be held a(
Margaret Mayo has two plays under
W. Beck and Venceslao Jaramillo of
was
of
the
strength
republican party
the Elks opera house. Section meet- way.
Abreu of Taos and
clearly demonstrated in the final El Rito, Porflrio
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Physicians Failed To Kelp Mrs.
Green, But She Finally Found
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TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

n

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in 'advertising, which
will not prove' permanently profitable if he fails to' make

good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

I

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

y

try-ou-

,

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

.j

J.l.M.

FRANK

CUNNINOHArt,

PiMldent!

HOSKINS,

5PRINQER,

Chl.r

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

I

'

i
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,

Lqls Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Uaydon
BV W. Kelly

D. T. Iloskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Pa.id on Deposis

says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to be all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
irstant relief when my kidneya were
sluggish and inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferers from
kidney troubles." O. Q. Schaeta" and
.
Red Cross Drug Co.

There Is no real need or anyone be"HAHVEYS" IS OPEN
ing troubled with constipation. ChamThirtieth season, Mr. Harvey la
berlain's Tablets will cause an agreeable movement of the bowels without charge. Auto to carriage bouse, Wedany unpleasant effect Give them a nesday and Saturday at 8 a.
returntrial. For sale by all dealers.
ing same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at
Mnrphey's,
The Opuc prints an the news.
Cutler Brothers or Plaza
Hotel.
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AS JEFFRIES WAS TWO YEAKS AGO

fternoon.

We have Tom Flanagan's word for
be statement, and Tom's word goes
or a whole lot at least out In Old- s own, where Jack Johnson Is
training.
In other words Jack Johnson today
t all man and not merely a man upon
he 'surface and something else un

'

derneath.
Several ot the leading critics of the
country have been casting doubt upon
tVio nnlnrftd man's condition. rntimi
u ...... .
o w
j v . ......
ttiy
In
the
following
footsteps
champion
of Jim Jeffries after his layoff before
the Johnson battle.
The other day I saw Flanagan scanning a story to this effect and I asked him what he thought about It The
merry Mick tore off one of his big
smiles, looked thoughtful for a moment or two and then said:
"The whole thing about the situation Is that these critics are figuring
that Jack Johnson la Just like all of
the others In the past who has gone
into decay through Idleness. It Isn't
so.

"To begin with, champions of the
oham-pion- s
past, or rather, I should say old
come
back,
who have aspired to
have, In the main, been men ot Indolent habits. Most of them have gone
Into th,e saloon business and anybody
who knows anything knows what that
means. Others have gone into businesses equally oonfinig and of similarly wasting character and, as a result,the Idleness has never done them anything but harm In a physical sense.
I
"How has it been with Johnson?
How has he spent his Idle time during
the last two years? Well, just review those two years a little bit. He
has done enough stage work to keep
himself In reasonably good physical
condition and for a long period In England and France he trained steadily
for the proposed battle In England
with Bombardier Wells. And when
he wasn't training he was out In either his racing or his touring car, getor
ting his lungs full of the finest
fresh air. Jack never spent much cf
hla time at any confining amusement
He isn't a drinking man in the sense
f sitting or standing around for hours.
"fHaTls'l hlsyIdea of drinking at all.
He drinks beer and wine, but never
to excess. His chief fun is driving
one of his cars and believe me, ttie
way Jack goes at it, the sport keeps
a man in fairly good physical condition.
"I can tell from his present workouts that Johnson is in the finest of
rondition for this battle. The way
be has gone at his training indicates?
that he realizes he is up against a
tough man and that he intends to be

I

prepared for any and everything that
is liable to happen.
.
"His work today should have been
revelation to those who know him
beet I've never seen him show so
much aggressiveness and force as he
did against his sparring mates. The
whole fighting instinct seems to be
aroused in him rlt;ht now and I think
he will display greater skill and more
astonishing speed in this contest than
he ever did
"I doubt if Flynn has to wait for
htm very much.
And I doubt also
whether Flynn's great strength and
his rough tactics will do much to batter down the wonderful defensive tactics that the colored star always has
shown. I've tried my host to figure
Flynn as having better than an 18
round chance with Jack, but cannot
do so."

There was some hurried conferring
yesterday morning and the Johnson
larty, sans Watson Burns, training
head of the camp, came into the city
to settle the question of the ring. It
was Burns who Insisted to Johnson
that he accept nothing smaller" than
a 20 foot ring and to discard the pro
moter's first construction, an arena
that measured Just 17 feet and six
Inches inside of the ropes.
The Johnson party won the argu
ment The ring in which the men will
contest will measure exactly 19 feet
ten Inches inside of the Inside ropes.
Johnson explained to Curley that he
didn't care so very much what the
Rize of the ring is so long as It afBut
forded reasonably safe footing.
he said that Burns, who is in charge
of the camp, had asked him to insist
upon the point of a bigger ring, and,
therefore, he would insist upon it.
The change entailed a considerable
amount of work, as the present main
posts of the ring will have to be sawed off flush with the floor of the ring
and new ones erected farther out and"
a new board run around the entire
platform as a safeguard against one
of the boxers stepping oft the ring
under or through the ropes.
The ring is a decidedly solid affair
with a heavy plank flooring. It will
be well padded from edge to edge,
but the footing wil not be of a depth
to be tiresome to the men. It will be
resilient enough to be what is known
as "fast" There will be but on,e set
of ropes under the present scheme of
construction. Johnson does his training in a 15 foot ring.
The arena is complete in Its present
form excepting that the walls around
it. have not been thrown Into place.
That will be a simple matter of but a
few hours, according to the contractors.
s
Johnson showed singular vicious-nesafter
workout
In his
yesterday
noon and had one of the best works
cf his entire season here. He started
the work with Boh Watkins, a newcomer in the camp. Watkins Is a tall,
rangy colored man from Denver,

-

X,

,

f

.'UNE 27,

on pronounced within easy reach ofj
his fishtlng weight which probably!
ill be within a few ounces of 212
pounds.
Another banner crowd watched
Flynn in his workout during the afternoon. After the customary work with
punching and mediclneball and a couthe
ple of games of handball and
brief
a
made
ropes,
Flynn
skipping
little speech to the spectators in
whfoh he said he Intended to take a
layoff from his gymnasium work this
afternoon. He said that he had been
working so steadily that he needed a
i est for a day and hoped nobody would
make the long trip to see him.
Then Jim plunged Into the work of
boxing, but during this he remembered something that he had intended to
say. Stopping he again addressed the
crowd with this:
"But after tomorrow afternoon there
for me until I have
will be no let-ustowed the big smoke away."
This created" a big laugh and much

JOHNSON IS NOT SHELL OF A MAN,
(By Ed W. Smith)
Jim Fly Da won't be facing any shell
t
man, devoid of a resistive lnte-iO- f
'formation, one week from this
man like. Johnson faced
fternoon
i Reno Vwo years ago next Thursday

DAIL.V OPTIC, THURSDA

as a fighter.
and while it
all the way
whole lot of
amusement to the spectators for Watr
kins Is something ot a comedian.
Johnson had Watkins tired In short
order and a fervent "Amen" from
Watkins at the final call of time set
the spectators into a roar of laughter.

where he used to shine
They went three rounds
was earnest and lively
through, It furnished a

Calvin Resttresg followed and Johr-sowent at him bo viciously that Ras-iiiwas In distress quickly and was
forced to quit cold in the third round.
Rut the hit of the whole works at
the Johnson camp during the afternoon was an Impromptu three round
battle between Rudy TJnholz, the Denver lightweight boxer, and Kid Skelly,
the Terre Haute mlddlew,eight It
was a slangbang affair all the way applause.
n

J
1
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Mystery of the
Orchid Gown
'1 am bead over heels in work," announced Dorothy, bursting in on Marjory, "but I Just had to run over to
bear all about last night's dance. Who
went with whom and what did everybody wear?"
don't know anything about last
night's dance tor the simple reason
that I wasn't there," answered Mar-

1

Johnson-Fitz-Patric-

tay-self-

ff

jory.

"You weren't there?" gasped Dorothy. "Why, I left you at six o'clock
raving about the wonderful time you
expected to have. With my very own
eyes I saw you shampooed, manicured,
massaged and made ready for the big
event For a halt hour I stood admiring your new orchid gown. Now you
sit there and calmly say, T wasn't
there!' Explain! Bay something, or
I'll shake you."
"As you say," began Marjory, "when
you left me I was all booted and
spurred for the dance, except my
dress. About an hour before expecting Jack I went to my clothes closet
and to my amazement my orchid gown
was nowhere to be seen.
"I took all my clothes out of the
closet, returned them to their places,
removed everything again and put
them back. No results!
"I knew positively1 that when you
were here my drees was peacefully
hanging In the left hand corner of my
closet. What or who could have splr
ited it away? No other article of my
wardrobe was missing.
"Frantically I called mother, father,
sister, brother. Together we searched
every nook and corner of the bouse.
During the frenzy of the hunt I even
found myself looking In my thimble
case. No use! That dress was gone."
"I can well Imagine your agony,"
sighed Dorothy.
"There was nothing for me to do,"
said Marjorle, "but call up Jack, explain matters and tell him it was impossible for me to go."
"My heart bleeds for you," moaned
Dorothy. "Why didn't you wear youi

Flynn is Bporting a badly bruised
eye as a result ot one of his desperately hard bouts wjth At Williams,
but It Is an Injury that will yield to
treatment quickly and is not giving
' .'
the oamp any concern.
He came into the city last night
and before the shadows were too deep
from the western mountain he was
camp.
shown the old and the new ring, the
Vnholz was with the
party in Australia during the way Johnson lnslslts pon having It
In his
"Smaller the better for me," he
campaign Jack made there
hunting for the title, the trip culmin laconically, "but he's champion and
ating In the colored man's annexation seems to he getting everything he
of the trophy from the Canadian fight- asks for. But that isn't going to
er. He la watching the Johnson work- make a bit of difference in the reouts with a great deal of eagerness sult. I'll beat him sure."
The crowds at the' Johnson camp
for he knows considerable about the
so large that the price will be
are
methods.
champion's
accounts
tilted
up to a quarter again and next
"Here's a little point that
for a ' great many of the raps that week, the final, an admission ot a
have gone out on the champion's train- half dollar will be charged. The fight
ing," Rudy told me during the work- ers have affected the attendance at
out "This fellow Is one of the great- the local baseball park so heavily that
est morning trainers I ever saw. He there is talk of a benefit for the team
does most of his work in the morning in both camps.
One Important point came up for
when nobody is around and he gets
into the best possible shape in that decision between the fighters today.
It was suggested by me as referee and pink?"
way.
"It's at the cleaner's."
"In Australia I used to start out on referred to the possibility of a "police
"Your yellow?"
chance
finish."
a
is
There
honest
always
the road with, him and it's the
"It's at the dressmaker's, being retruth that he tired out all of us in- that In oase) the battle becomes one- modeled,"
"You could have borrowed one ol
cluding Bill Lang, who was a pretty sided that some city or county official
pood runner himself. Time and again might Jump into the ring and demand mine."
"The waist would have been too
when we started out with Johnson he that the contest be wound up. I want
and the skirt too short"
would put ns to sleep and we would ed to know what the fighters expect- long
"What
did Jack say?"
man
me
decision
of
to
ed
the
then, a
have to return to the camp by car.
"He felt dreadfully. We were to
"People have been complaining that having the better of it up to that time have led the cotillon. Being chair
man of the entertainment committee,
ohnson shows listlessness lsi much or to have it called a draw.
The Johnson people insisted at he had to go to the dance anyway. Aa
cf his gymnasium, stuff. 1 do not
I threw my miserable self on
think no, for I know his system. As once that the decision go to the man for me,
the bed and cried myself to sleep. 1
I said before, he does more In the having the better of It and the Flynn
dreamed all night of Jack dancing
morning than most athletes do during people said that they were satisfied around my closet In my orchid gown."
the entire day. I know because I to leave it entirely to the discretion
"But what could have become ol
went through one campaign twith him of the man in charge of the contesC that dress?" demanded Dorothy,
aid v.as delighted when It was over, So if the contest is stopped in this i "Well, when I arose this morningJ
manner there will be a decision.
angry at every one and everything,
t.lcMpu I'm
pretty good worker
The gloves ordered in Chicago by stepped to my closet to get my kimono. Believe me or not in the left
"Johnson Is one of the greatest men Johnson arrived yesterday. The Fris- hand corner
hung my new orchid
co
set
ordered by Promoer Curley gown!"
on the road I ever saw among the big
fellows.
"At first I thought I was still dreamDonjt worry about him not are not here yet. , It is expected they
will be chosen by lot.
ing. Next I decided that worry ha!
being in shape. I know him."
Aleck McLean,
the Boston man- unbalanced my mind. Then I knew
Flanagan was careful to have the
was neither a dream nor insanity, bul
big fellow weighed after his day's ager and former cyclist, Just now re a cold fact that
my dress hung before
stunts were over and the beam showed turning from Australia, wires that he me!
214
pounds. Johnson was thereup- will he at the contest. He is pre
"I gave a scream whioh called the
senting Sam McYey and other fight entire family to my side, Including
ers.
Nora, our maid. They gazed at thai
George De Bray, the Chicago heavy. truant gown.
weight now. in the Johnson camp, is
"'Nora, what do you know about
in tough luck, In the boxing Sunday
this dress?' I demanded, seeing an ex
he strained the ligaments of his right
presslon of alarm on her face.
knee and will be out of business for
"'Oh, Miss Marjory,' she' said, l
don't know what made me do It
at least six weeks.
Veteran Bill Naughton Is expected You'll never forgive me I know you
so bold as to asi
here tonight to Join the colony of ex won't.to. I can't be terrible!'
It's Just
you
perts.
"'Well, go on,' I commanded.
"'I answered a matrimonial adver
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron. Mich., tells tisement last month,' walled Nora
how she did so:
"I wa bothered 'The gentleman wanted my picture,
with my kidneys and had to go nearly bad. I had not a decent stitch to weai
1
double.
I tried a sample of Foley for stylish flashlight photograph.
Kidney Pills and they did me so much knew you weren't going to wear thai
good that I bought a bottle, and fee) there dress last night so I made so
that they saved me a big doctor's bold as to borrow It for two hours to
bill." O. G. Schaefer and Rod roEi have my picture took. I didn't do II
Drug Co.
no harm. Please forgiye me, Miss
Marjory. I'll never do it again.'
"There," finished Marjory, "you
EfWORTH LEAGUE MEETING
have the explanation of the mysteriCentralia, 111., June 27. With Bish ous disappearance."
op Quayle of Oklahoma City scheduled as the chief speaker, the members
Pike Once High Priced Fish.
of the Epworth league of Illinois rail
The pike is a fish for which now
road here in force today and began there is little demand. Yet Edward I.,
their biennial stat$ convention. The who regulated the prices of different
sessions will continue over Sunday. fish, that his subjects might not be
fixed the
The program is one of the most at at the mercy of the venders,
values of pike higher than fresh saltractive ever prepared for a conven- mon, and at more than ten times that
tion of the state organization.
of the best turbot

through and despite the big difference
In the weights It must have been 20
pounds the 'little German lad held
his own heantlfully and in the flnul
round broke open Skelly's eye, causing some of the women spectators to
gasp, for blood Is something they
haven't seen much of at the Oldtown

Quick Detachable
Clincher

FULL
ROUND SHAPE
STRONG
RESILIENT
DURABLE

II
V

SV

1

j

Easily Fits Any Qaick Detachable Ran
No Tools Required

IN STOCK BY
LAS VEGAS AUTO & MCII. CO.
East Las Vegas, N. M:

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

"

-

OVERLAND

v

MODEL

59T

Telephone or Call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile &
Phjne Main 344.

Mine

Whalen,

&

Co.

Fowler Props

SI

.

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

11

Pike are supposed to live longer
than any other flsh, in spite of their
food. Geaner reEacn age or our uvea has its iovs. former popularity as
Old people should be happy, and they lates that In 1497 a pike was caught
will be If Chamberlain's Tablets are in Suabla with a ring attached, intaken to strengthen the digestion and scribed "I was first put into this lake
keep the bowels regular. These tab by the hands of the Governor of the
lets are mild and gentle in their ao Universe, Frederick II., October 6,
tion and especially suitable for people 1230." .
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.
Proof of "Gentle" Ancestry.
According to the Revue Scientlflqu,
HERMIT LODGE
it is possible to trace in modern and
In the midst of tall pines. The most quite poor people the marks of armor-bearin-g
beautiful resort on the Scenic High
ancestry. The wearing of
casques and armor pressing on the
way, excellent trout fishing,
necks and bodies of generations prodate
accommodations.
Running duced certain
s
which can
mountain spring water, broad porch be found today on members of familThe Ideal ies "not in good social position." But
es, rustic swings, music.
place for an outing. Table unexcelled
investigation has proved they are ot
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
gentle descent

Finest Quality Fruits and VeIT getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

NotedjFor
CLEANLINESS

PURITY

QUALITY

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
easts

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice Presiden- t-

Stephen

B.

Davis Vice President

Hal'ett Raynoids Cashier
d. Erie HokeJAsst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope oE Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

up-to-

birth-mark-

'
FLYNN AND CURLEY.

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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alarm in case of lire, In any part or pacts ot the cars are in danger, as
In excess ot 15,000. This bill Is sow
In the senate ot the United States
the city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, long as this continues. Special at- WILSON'S FOLLOWERS
shall be punched by a tine ot not tention will be given by the West
ESTABLISHED 1879.
unacted upon. It believes in free
less than five dollars nor more than side police to fast driving on these
VICTORY sugar, I believe In a tax upon In
Published By
twenty-fivdollars or by Imprison- streets.
comes, I believe In an excltse tax.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ment la the city Jail tor not less than
The American people are told la
(Incorporated)
five days nor more than fifteen days,
the tariff plank recently adopted In
(Continued from Page One)
or by both said fine and imprisonChicago that they want a report from
RATON
EDITOR ment, in the discretion of the court
M. M. PADGETT
their consideration, one Is the rec a tariff board before legislation is at
ord of the republican party with tempted. This Is motion for continu
trying the case,
art Mi 2
Provided, however, that the mayor
promises betrayed. Arrogantly de ance from a guilty client, made by
GAME
TO
may by rrr" SamaUon give permission
fiantly betrayed; and the other Is the an expert criminal lawyer.
"Its sole purpose is delay. 1 be
record ot the democrtaio party of
Entered at the poetofflce at Eas to ciUzPT.i to 'set off and discharge
or- - jrtaces, within the
V'
at
In the rule of the people.
sin
place"
I do
tranumls-Ioand
lieve
New
promises faithfully
honestly
Mexico, (or
Lu Vegas,
DANDY
or days
The republican
not fear them. From the ranks has
kept.
party lts-rthrough the United Stat tualli city llmlw and. qn such day
as may be Jirt&rrlbed In the procla
recognizing that President Tatt has come every army that has fought lor
a second claas matter.
mation t s;;uib fvre crackers, gun- CLUBS ARE EVENLY MATCHED been unfaithful to the great mass ot liberty In the history ot the world.
AND CONTEST TOMORROW
powder, and, fireworks, and he may
Americans, refused by an honest ma I am a progressive democrat. We
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
WILL BE WORTH SEEING.
prescribe the kirn! "and sizes thereof
Jority ot the cpnvjn!(jn to renomt passed through the house of represen
Dally, by Carrier:
tatives a resolution submitting an
..I .06 permfssable tos be discharged; and One ot the classiest ball gacjes ot nate him.
Par Copy
M the discharge ot all fireworks that the seasou U on deck tor tomorrow
One Week
"The republican party flushed wirt amendment to the federal constitu
85 may beTset off by friction, except the afternoon, a: which time the Las Yo many victories,
One Month
lmpeoud as a t) tion providing for the election of
7.60 comme sdrpedo
wrapped 19 tissue gas ilaroo is meet the fast Rocky rant unheeding the demands ot the United States senators by direct vote
,..-..Oha Tear .......'.
paper 1"hrtiji at any time absolute- Mouuta'a league team from Rtcon, people, took the reins of the govern of the people In obedience to our
i - - Dally, by Mall
6.00 ly prohibited i
i.
The two 'eaiuf are seemingly in the ment In 1903
One Tear
t
under the solemn promise In former democratic plat
(;.
t.00
same class and the contest will be a promise that It would revise the tar forms.
x Mentha
hot one. Raton has not played the Iff in the Interest of the. consumer.
"We then passed a bill providing
LIGHTWEIGHTS' WILL
locals this year, but ,in past seasons Instead of keeping ,this promise It be for publicity ot congressional funds
WEEKLY OPTIC AND- 8TOCK
GROWER
games between the two aggregations trayed it
before as well as after election and
W-On Tear
BATTLE HERE JULY 3 have been crackerjacks. The rivalry "The republicans raised the tariff denying to corporations the right to
In baseball between the two cities Is higher than ever before until it reach contribute to political parties at all.
lx Montha
keen and the players ot the respec- ed its maximum of the protection be
"This measure is now law. Both
fOaah In Advance tor Mall SubBurtp- - UNHOLZ WILL TAKE ON WINNER tive teams are hot after their op ing 47 per cent.
election of senators by the people
BOUT
OF
tlong)
"The democratic party wheeled on and publicity of congressional funds
ponents' goat
IN THE BIG ARENA
Remit by draft, check or money
In a recent series the .Raton boys Its record on the sixty-fircongress met the disapproval of the republican
order. If aent otherwise we will not
took three straight from Dawson on the Payne-Aldrictariff bill to the convention held In 1908 by more than
W reroonalble for lota.
It was announced this afternoon J which equalled the Maroons' stunt American people ana received a 800 majority.
Specimen oopiea free on applicat that the winner 6f the Yoakum-New- "We submitted to the country an
Judging from this the clubs are even verdict of guilty against the repuD- ion.
man match, which is to occur tomor ly matched. Sorensen, who succeed lican party and the bestowal of pow amendment to the federal constitu
row night In Albuquerque, will meet ed in
holding the Trinidad club to er upon ourselves. First ,we reduced tion providing ,for an Income tax.
ILL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT Rudy Unholz, the Denver lightweight, three scattered hits in the
morning the tariff upon woolen clothes 40 per believe In the rigid enforcement
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
in the Flynn Joftnsdn arena on the game Sunday, is scheduled to work cent This was the one schedule the Sherman
t
law. I would
PAID FOR.
night of July 3. . Unholz Is here watch' on the mound 'for the locals. Who that President Tatt himself said was not proceed against these great mo
Ing the two heavyweights prepare for will oppose him is not known.
Kd too high.
This bdll went to the sen nopolies in equity and when I found
are guaranteed the their match and is' In the best of
Advertiser
Ward, a- fast recruit from Nebraska, ate and though it was controlled by them guilty tell them not to do so
largest dally and weekly circulation condition to" enter, the ring. That he will In all probability hold down the the opposition party we found suffl any more or to divide their army of
of any newspaper In Northwestern Is a classy fighter. Is shown by the sscond
sack, filling the vacancy cient assistance to pass it up to the pillage Into separate marauding bands
New Mexico.
fact that he fought Kid Skelly, a mid- - made by the release ot Murpny. Aside president The president returned It but I would proceed against them un
dleiwelght," to a finish yesterday af from that the line-uof the Maroons with his veto and assigned as his der the criminal statutes and place
TELEPHONES
ternoon in the Johnson training are will be the same as in the past.
reason that he had no tariff board upon them the felon's stripes.
2
Main
BUSINESS OmCH
na. The big' stadium will be electric
and was therefore uninformed do not bellevo that monopoly can be
the
report
and
is
It
that
hoped
expected
Main 9
KaTWS DEPARTMENT
lighted and It !s expected the match crowd in attendance at the game will upon the question.
reasonable.
will draw a large crowd.
Newman be a
We undertook to pass this bill
"We are not opposed to big Jfisi
large one. Tne expense of
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912,
and Yoakum fought a draw In Albu- bringing the Raton team here for one over bis veto. We lacked only eleven ness. We recognize that In a Dig
querque feome time . ago, going 20 full game is heavy and large gate receipts votes of having the necessary two country there must be big business,
TIIR OLD SONG
rounds. JLocal sports are hoping New will be
necessary to. break even. How-eve- thirds. And today the wool trust bull We say with all the emphasis of
man iwill win tomorrow that they
the Maroons and the Raton stands, not behind a majority of the Our souls that big, like little business,
Now let the colonel, as choir lead- may have a .chance' of seeing the team have
always proven good draw law makers of the republic, .but De- - must obey the law. We would strike
er of the new party, wave his baton "home hoy" golup against Unholz.
arid
a record breaking mid- hind the veto of the president and from the trusts every character of
cards
ing
'
H. W. Lanlgan, the Saint Louis week attendance Is
and lead In the dear old Pop hymn:
The less than a third of the
expected.
protection.
"Goodby. Old Party. Goodby." Ho sport writer,' js .promoting the light- game will be called promptly at 3:46
of the American peoplte
"We would
write a tariff law
"
it
praised the old party when he was In weight boutrf- -'
o'clock.
picking the pockets of the poir and strictly for revenue only and place
John I, Dayt. sporting writer of the
the civil service Job. The civil service
ragged people of America. 'I he re the tax first upon the luxuries and If
commission Is still doing business in Chicago
arrived this
punitan party became so a. recant that did not produce sufficient reveand confident taat this character uf nue, then upon the comforts of life
spite of the denta made in it by the morning on the limited andi added his WARD FILES ACTION
colonel when he was president. He typewriter to the row of mills grindrobbery would witinue 10 meet the and lastly we would lay the garden
(praised the old party when he was ing out dope on the
favor of the j.eople that 1'.' boldly of taxation upon the necessities of
LAW
DETERMINE
TO
governor of New York and when he contest W. W. Naughton, the veter
wrote Into tncir platform ,uf 13 )t i lite.
vaa trying to help teat Dix in the an sport authority of the coast, Is exdeclaration that the tariff should Hot
"The progressive spirit that sweeps
last state campaign. It la the same pected to breeze In this evening. Both SEEKS TO ENJOIN COUNTY TREAS only equal the ditference In the cost this country is called by some the
old party It) was then. He praised are classy writers and their presence
ot production at home and abroad principles of progressives, by others
URER ROMERO FROM COLhere indicates' the Interest that Chithe old party when he was In the
but should be high enough in addition the doctrines of the Insurgents, but
LECTING FEES
cago and coast 'readers have manifestThe
For the purpose of determining to this to give a profit to be manu back yonder when a voice In the
"""JoViuuieut as ever.';He ed in the approaching heavyweight whether or not that official has1 the factured here.
western wilderness cried out tor them
The
orrerea
were called 'the vagaries of Bryno
republicans
praised the old party when Its presl-ifle- battle.
they
the
under
profit
regime inaugurated
right
to the farmer, though
commissioned him to he a co
the drought an, the dreamer.' However much we
by statehood to collect his four per
onel. The praised the old party when
cent commission on taxes collected, might come. The lanorer was offerei may differ In national conventions
it made htm vice president and presi- A SPEEDING AUTO IS
action
has been brought against no profit. He might toil from early upon minor questions, all just men
'
dent. The Lord knows It had to be a
morning to late at night and sleep must admit that the one living AmeriTreasurer and Collector
UPSET OPOULEVARD County Romero by District Attorney in a humble tenement. The tax upon can whose name will shine in history
good party to survive1 his administrations. It did survive then and was
Charles W. G. Ward. Mr. Ward seeks woolen goods Is the most Indefensible studded by a thousand flaming stars
of all taxes laid on the American con along beside that of Jefferson and
still in his opinion a good party when
SAM
RHODES to have Mr. Romero enjoined from
JOE OLESEN AND
he demanded of it a third term as
The ac sumer. It is a tax collected at the Jackson, Is that of William Jennings
collecting any commissions.
HAVE NARROW ESCAPE IN
m ug aiore ana oy tne unaertaKing es Bryan ot Nebraska.
president. Presto change. In the
doubtless
one
tion
and
is
a
DAYBREAK ACCIDENT.
friendly
when
the
hour,
almost
very
"The democratic congress not only
day,
very
While speeding along the Hot will be appealed to the supreme court tablishments. The bill was passed
the
democratic
the old party refused his demand he
Cannonism but killed It. Our
house
scotched
by
and
vetoed
rendered
no
decision
is
matter
what
6
o'clock this
Springs boulevard at
discovers that It Is no longer a good
by the president which would have republican opponents said we were
David
J.
car
Leahy.
'by
the
Ford
belongJudge
touring
morning
party and out he goes, beating time ing to Peter Olesen and driven by At a hearing held yesterday in saved to the consuming American unfriendly to the union heroes of the
to the famous Pop classic: "Goodby, his
upon the price of their civil war. But we hold the record of
son; Joe'Olsen, turned turtle, Judge Leahy's ohambers on the Plaza, people
two hundred millions of dol democratic congress 'still m session.
Old Party, Goodby." The people can
clothing
Mr.
the two occupants, the driv-- j Spless and Davis, attorneys for
te bluffed a whole lot, but we doubt throwing
It remained for us to give the most
er and Sam Rhodes, from the car and Romero, filed a demurrer. Their con lars per annum.
"When
the
vote
ot
If the colonel can fool them this time
the
bill
liberal pensions to these deserving
wool
claimbadly bruising and shaking them up. tention is that the four per cent
was being considered four members men in their
into believing that this move Is based Rhodes'
not
declining years that
Is
and
sered
Romero
Mr.
a
more
salary
by
injuries "were the
ot the president's cabinet ' appeared their old age might be made serene
ton principle and not on selfish moious and medical aid was summoned. a fee, since the maximum amount altives. John P. St. John made the He was put to bed. The automobile lowed to treasurers under the system upon the floor as a mighty lobby with and bright. 1 he war is over and that
the patronage club in one hand and flag, the brightest, dearest colors
same discovery that the colonel did was
badly damaged and is due for a In vogue by virtue of the territorial conwhea Kansas republicans refused to
promises in the other to sustain the ever knit together In a banner of the
Romero
Mr.
which
under
stitution
and
In
the repair shop. The lamps,
siege
veto upon this bill. The free, waves about a united people,
make him governor a third term. In wlndshield.a
wheel, front seat and oth- seeks to obtain his remuneration president's
democratic
next passed a farm where it is loved by every heart and
wrath he cast out the party and the er
party
to
the
failure
of
the
smash- owing
legislature
parts of'' the machine were
'
' ' 'e ".
party survived. The only human be- ed.
by every hand.
to provide salaries for county officials, ers' and laborers' free list bill,,,. This would be defended
'
bill
found
its
south as I do,
a
And
from
senate
the
way
through
ing that Theodore Roosevelt cares a
coming
Messrs.
sum.
is
$4,500 a stipulated
Olsen and his companion had spent
can say that If Abraham Lincoln
flip of his finger for is Theodore the night at the Hot Springs, and Spiess and Davis contend that a deci controlled by the opposition and was
on to the president, notwith were alive this night there is not a
Roosevelt., The only cause that he were
making for town when the ac- sion of a lower court or of the sif passed
cares for is the cause of his own suc- cident occurred. They were traveling, preme court could not prevent. Mr. standing the cost of living increased foot of soil under Dixie's sky under
more than 100 per cent in the last which he might not pitch his tent
cess. "Goodby, Old Party, Goodby."
It is said, at a rate of 60 miles an Romero collecting his remuneration.
o
hour or a little less, and it is thought It will be remembered that the su few years and the ! workingmeu't and pillow his head upon a Confederate BOldler's knee and sleep, and
A SANE FOURTH.
that they got out of the road and, in preme court, on an appeal from the wages had stood still.
"It was that the workingmen't sleep In safety there." '
decidtown
will
that
the
some
to
the
In
fact
turn
Fourth
time
car
back
the
ago
district,
Despite
attempting
Harmon has not Withdrawn
be entertaining large numbers of vis- its course.'made too sharp a turn, the ed that county clerks and district at- wages had stood still the president ve
toed it. We undertook to pass it over
.
O., June 27. Governor
Columbus,
to
be
Is
a
to
fees.
not
were
entitled
itors Las Vegas
reasonably
torneys
resulting.
The accident occurred in front of Judge Leahy withheld his decision the president's veto. We lacked less Judson Harmon was awaiting a tele
quiet place on July 4. (The mayor and
tnan a dozen votes ana today the har phone call from" Baltimore early to
city council have determined that the residence ot C, A. McMillan, and but will announce it in a few' days vester
'
'
"
"
?
trust, the lumber trust the day.
'
there shall be no infractions of the Mr. McMillan was first oa the scene. It Is understood.
'"
beef
trust
all
stand
not'-hidden
behind
have
"I
withdrawn
In
fire
men
Mr.
positively
size
of
him
the
told
his arguWard contended
At ftrBtfthe'romiE
that
ordinance restricting
crackers exploded in the city limits they hM "been, hie by, some machine ment before the court that decisions President Taft and a dozen more than from the presidential race," he declar
of the American represents ed, "my name will be presented at
and the shooting of all fireworks will Likely they were mistaken as the car of the supreme court have deprived
in congress looting the pock ts Baltimore.''
be confined to a limited district. The bears no marks of a collision. The county officers of the right to collect tives
The governor refused to make any
use of dynamite canes and such dan- car was purchased by Mr. Olsen last fees. He declared It is plain that of the American consumers.
President Taft has the lone and comment on the proceedings.
"Wf. t
be
will
weefiTr6m7
such
officers
cannot
either
and
collect
Southard,
implements
noisy
superin
gerous
distinction ot being the only
prohibited absolutely. The city offi- tendent oF the 'Las Vegas Light and fees or salaries until after the legis singular in
the life or this republic
cials do not wish any noises made Power ''company.'" The engine of the lature has provided some means of president
who
ever
vetoed
bills cheapening
"LADY OF THE LAKE.",
that will sound like shooting, as auto was in no way damaged and the remuneration.
to the people, lumber to the
clothing
The
to
is
story told In Sir Walter Scott s
Romero
Mr.
a
as
to
anxious
was
to
Is
car
and
driven
as
the
gun
wish
any
stop
put
just
righted
they
Mr. Ward to have the matter settled. homeless and meat and bread to literary masterpiece has just been re
affairs that may break out in the city. garage this morning.
ana Tree farming produced by the Vltagraph company
Speeding is a violation of the law Should it be decided that he has the hungry Americans,
Cannon crackers are restricted to
to the tolBng farmer.
In three full reels. This poem Is fa
small size and It Is safe to predict and Mayor Lorenzo Delgado stated right to collect his four per cent fees Implements
next bill we passed was the miliar to all wherever : fbe English
"The
he
will
that
he
instructed
under
this
them
will
with
be
the
Injured seriously
accept
morning
hs
that nobody
his officers to enforce the ordinance standing that, he Is to make restitu one reducing the tariff on cotton language is spoken, and the Vitaby fire works this year. ,
The provisions of the fireworks or- In the strictest senfe of the word, tion to the county should a salary bill goods. This, too, met with the veto graph company has made the most of
the Bcenic and dramtic possibilities of
For some time past autolsts have passed by the legislature In January of the president.
dinance are as follows:
"Then we offered to the American the story, which Is closely followed
who
been
given to traveling at a high rate allow him less money than he has reThat any person or persons
a bill taking the tax off of throughout the entire production. The
shall set off or discharge any squib of speed on the: Boulevard and on ceived through the old territorial sys people
to them free sugar and costumes and effects are historically
giving
sugar,
uncanof
street.
which
The lives
he seeks to perpetuate
pedes- tem,
Bridge
fire crackers, gun powder or any
an excise tax on all Incomes correct in every detail, and were re-- til it is
placing
occuin
an
of
statute.
well
as
a
as
state
those
the
or
trians
except
superceded
pistol
by
non, anvil, gun
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for the Hot Springs will leave
the Passenger Depot at 2,0 P. fl. on
A special

train

SUNDAY JUNE 3DTI1.,

BE

leaving the Hot Springs for the return trip at 4
P. fl. sam date.
Fare for the round t.ip Adults, 45c, Children
ears. 25c.
over the age of six and under
Tickets on sale at the Depot only.
1

D.L BATCIIELOH,

Agent.

U3

-

.

.

YOAKUM-NEWMAN-

st

h

The closing sales for the day were
produced at great expense, the scene
being laid In the highlands of Boot-lan- as follows:
d

during the reign ot King James
the Fifth. A great company was
transported to the scene of scenic
grandeur most fitting to reproduce
this beautiful poem, which had tne
greatest sale of any book published
In the nineteenth century, and which
is studied In all our public- schools. .
The picture will be shown for the
last time In Las Vegas tonight at the
Browne theater.

Amalgamated -- Copper
American Beet .Sugar
Atchison .
Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

.

85
130
104
134
118V4,

1204

:

16
110

....169
70'

Ill

anti-trus-

p

r,

reprs-sentativ- s

Inter-Ocea-

Flynn-Johnso-

fl--

-

NEW YORK STOCK

EXCHANGE.

New York, June 27. After some
early hesitation, Induced possibly by
political conditions, today's stock
market seemed Inclined to renew yesterday's upward movement The
general advance In steel and Iron
products together Wit"! favorable enn
advices were fac.1) s of importance
Bonds were steady.
Stocks manifested some heaviness
during the noon hour.
The market closed heavy, Prices
fell away in the last hour in some Instances to the lowest of the day. Not
only were most gains wiped out but a
number of material net losses resulted. The only noteworthy exceptions
were LeWgh Valley and Norfolk and
Western.

LIVC STOCK.

CITY

KANSAS

Kansas City, June 27. Cattle Receipts 3,500, including 2,000 southerns; market steady to stronger. Nasouthern
tive " steers $6.5O9.50;
steers $5.25S.50; southern cows and
heifers $3.506.00; native cows and,
heifers $3.508.90; stockers and feelers $4.257.00;
bulls $4.005.75;
western steers
calves $4.00S.00;
f3.509.00; western cows $3.50650.
market
7,000;
Hogs Receipts
steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of Bales
$7.307.B5; heavy $7.607.60; packers and butchers $7.357.55; lights
$7.257.45; pigs $6.006.75.
market
3,000;
Sheep Receipts
strong. Muttons $4.0005.00; lamb3
$6.608.60; range wethers and yearrange ewes 3.00
lings $4.OO6.00;
"
4.25.

n
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CLEAR

AK SALI

Smashing Reductions in The
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Embroideries
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COTS AND BEDDING

tem We are prepared to supply large quantities
of Sheets Pillowj Cases
Pillwos--Blankets-Comfo-

and Cots
I

H

rts

.

SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED ON REQUEST

SILK DRESSES
cW0HTHUP

p

'-'

I

T0$!2

A Nite Assortments
Up-to-da- te

Your Choice

of New

Stylish ' Dresses,;
'

S6.79
OXFOROS-PUMPS-niG-

White Lingerie

Dresses
.Cool Summer ,,Dressesj JDe
i
signed for Afternoon Wear

$6.69
H

SHOES

ENTIR.E STOCK ON SALE
NONE HELD IN RESERVE
'The

Store of Quality"

E.LasVegas.

n.m:

lb

PERSONALS

Presciiplionist

REMISSION

OF

r
DECORA! 0 IIS

FINES WILL

Fireproof paper decorations, streamers, flag, etc. A, P. Moran.
W. C. Keinu came in this morning
from Albuquerque on business.
R. A. Bird of El Paso came In last
nUcht frof the south on business.
J. A. Root ol Albuquerque came In COUNCIL INSTRUCTS
HAVE NO MERCY
this morning on train No. 8 on busi-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
bet sight of for a moment
In prescription filling.
Every
prescriptidn leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

STOP

ness.

Indian story, "Too much
Iujun" at the Isis, tonight.
George A. Carapfield arrived this
morning from his home In AlbuquerA dandy

que on business.

DRUG CO.

Phone Maiu ;

NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCT ION
Always inquire of us

be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

A. M Fltz. a Santa Fe official with
headquarters In Albuquerque, was here
today on business.
Local view post cards at Schaefers.
35 subjects. .Always something new.
Juan Navarro of Mora, a member
of the state legislature, was a visitor
in IM vesas today.
' W. HrT6ng of El Paso was In Las
Vegas' today, having ' arrived this
morning from the south. M. A. Ortiz, county clerk of Banta
Fe county, came In last night from
the Capital City on business.
John D. Merri weather of Socorro
came in last' night and was registered at the Castaneda hotel.
Frank A. Manzanares, Jr.. former
ly of Las Vegas and now of Fort Sumner, was a visitor In Las Vegas today.
E. F. Ducharme, of Demlng, sales
agent of the National Cash Register
company, was a visitor In Las Vegas

today.

Isis We'va got and weT show It
tonight. Nicholas Nlckleby, from the
novel of Charles Dickens.
Mrs. Mary Hamilton and niece. Miss
Sophia Gilchrist, are In Las Vegas
fop a visit f several weeks with Mis
Rebecca Rowland.
United States Court Commissioner
Frank Staplin, of Furmington, accom
panied by his wife, arrived in Las Ve
gas this afternoon.
Harry Herringi Mr. Merl weather,
Kelt Wingo, Harry WIngo and Louis
R. 'Fa ville left, this afternoon on a
t

Hoffmen

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Mam 104.

FRYE'S HOTEL

w

fishing trip to Ten Lakes.
Mrs. Tom Caide and children of
Bisbee, 'Ariz., are in Las Vegas for a
relatives " They are guests at the
home of Mrs. Joe Rolando.
F. C. Searle, southwestern New Mex
ico sales agent of the Vermejo Coal
and "ColtB' company, came in this
morning from the Pass City.
July Fourth decorations, for home
or JMisinaps Pities. A. P. Moran.
santa t'o superintendent Myers., ac
companied by Divisloti Foreman F.
L. Turton and Trainmaster E. Dowllng,
left this afternoon In Mr. Myers' private car on train No. 10 for, La Junta,
to .attend a meeting of road offi
cials.- F. E. Summers, superintendent
of the, Rio Grande division, was also
a passenger on train No. 10 en route
to the gathering In the Colorado city.
,

Wagon Mound, New Mexico

-

40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rate3 $3.00 Per Day

Cafe De Luxe I
REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER;

35o
Finest A La Carte

Bill in

BARNES & RUSH,

CANADA AND THE CANAL
Calgary, Alta., June 27. Represent
tatives of the principal cities of western Canada are to biegln a two days'
conference here tomorrow for the
consideration of trade, rates, immi
gration, and other problems that are
expected to arise with the completion
and opening of the Panama canal
Hon. Geroge E. Foster, minister of
trade and commerce, and Hon. Robert
Rogers, minister of the Interior, are
slated to address the conference.

the State

Props.
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FIRST

THE

MOST

IMPORTANCE

WILL

NOT RENEW

'TRACT AT

CITY

ONE-HAL-

CON-- ,

FOR-

MER RATES

No agreement has been reached by
the city and the Agua Pura company
Do not wait until the last
in regard to the renewal of the muniday. You are going to he discipal water contract
appointed sure.
It was brought out at the regular
meeting of the city council last night
that the company has refused the ofall star decorating
fer of the city of $1,250 a year in pay6c
hunting
ment for rental of fire hydrants and
Printed flags 6x9 Mi. doz....25c
for flushing of sewers. Mayor Tau-pePrinted flags 11x18, do... 50c
informed the council that the
Printed flags 20x36 each... 15c
Agua Pura corporation had told him
Printed flags 30x50 each... 25c
It would renew its contract only at
the rate which prevailed under the
agreement which expired eome time
ago, which is twice the amount offerTENTS FOR RENT ALL SIZES
ed by the city. The Agua Pura comAT
pany, in a letter to the mayor stated
drunkenness and similar offenses
that the city is now using from
it Is the first appearance of the
three-eight-s
more' water anTHE
STORE nually to
offender In court. Mr Quinn stated
than it did under the expired
that he had asked the opinion of City
contract, and that. In renewing the
CHAS. ROSENTHAL,
Prop.
Attorney E. V. Long, who said that
agreement, it would be offering a reExWells
Opiosite the
Fargo
Judge Murray had been working unduction of
The city's conpress Co.
der an old statute which Has been
tention Is that it paid, under former
repealed by a subsequently enacted
contracts, a .rate sufficiently high to enlaw. The city attorney gave as his
able the Agua Pura company to pay
opinion that the city police magisfor installing Its fire hydrants and
trate has a right to require all fines
other equipment used by the city. HavTHE
NOBODY
LIKES
to be paid, whether they are assessed
lng paid this legitimate expense, the
for first offenses or not. Mr. Quinn
city authorities advanced the view
also presented a letter from the po
POOR EXPRESSMAN that the rate should be cut down ma
lice magistrate of Raton, who stated
terially.
that it was his habit to remit no fines
The city now is using water with
except In the case of, persons under EVERYBODY SEEMS TO WANT out a contract. It was decided by
HIM BANISHED FROM IMME
age, who made their first appearance
the council that the Agua Pura com
In court. Raton, it is stated, realizes
DIATE PROXIMITY
pany and not the city officials should
over $100 a month from police uourt
be worrying about a renewal of the
fines.
How would you like to be the ex- - contract.
It is expected the matter
Ever since the new administration pnessman? The answer is "not very will
,b,e settled In the near future,
was seated it has been complaining well." Nobody seems to like the ex as
correspondence Is now in progress
that the police court, instead of being pressman any more. For some reason between
city officials and the water
a source of revenue to the city,, has he is in bad and it looks as though
company.
been an expense, as, In many cases, in bad he will remain. The express
mayor Taupert reported to the
the city is obliged to pay the costs, man has no' place to hang his hat, no council that
he had ' authorized the
An Investigation was begun which place to stand his wagons and no
Pura company to dig holes in
Agua
resulted In the action of last night, place to chew tobacco and swap sto- the streets without
procuring permits
The council stated it had no criticism ries while not engaged in hauling
the work was done In an
providing
to offer in regard to Judge Murray, trnuks for the Chicago drummers and
emergency for the purpose of making
but believed he had underestimated pianos for the various lodge dances,
repairs and providing further that the
the city's right in his interpretation
It is all oecause of the action of city marshal he notified
immediately
of the law.
the city council gome time ago in or by postcard.
At any rate, all those who receive dering the expressmen to remove their
The council adopted the tieporVof
fines In the future will pay every stands from Sixth street The haulers the
police committee recommending
cent of them, the court showing no were Instructed to make their head
that a woman he hired at a salary cf
matter
in
the
which
on
of payments. quarters
Fountain Square,
leniency
$8 a month to care for the rooms in
Those who are unable to dig up will they did. Now the people having the
city hall occupied by the firemen
be obliged to remain In jail and do stores on Fountain Square have put as
quarters.
sleeping
hard work on the streets for their in a kick, declaring they do not want
City Physician C. C. Gordon report
hoard and lodging until the fine has
as
the expressmen hangln around,
ed that the cess pool at 'the Las Vebeen worked out.
they are a nuisance. The council last gas hospital Is running over and that
night received a protest from a prop- the authorities in charge of the instierty owner on the square. Verbal pro tution have refused to
REUNION ON BATTLEFIELD
pay for having
to several
Richmond, Va., June 27. A reun- tests have been made
the pool cleaned. The doctor asked
The council last night de for instructions. The
ion of survivors of the battle "of aldermen.
council decid
Gaines Mills was held on the battle cided to allow the expressmen to,, re- ed to instruct him to abate the nuis
field today In celebration of the fifti main where they are until after July ance, as he would any other meneth anniversary of the historic con- i, when they will he required, It is ance to public health. Some time ago
flict. It was a reunion of the blue said, to hunt up another location.
the city had the pool cleaned and the
and the gray, the blue being represhospital refused to pay for the work,
W. G. Williams of El Paso arrived Some
ented by the Veteran association of
practical members of the coun
the Fifth New York Volunteer Infan- this afternoon from the Pass City on cil asserted last night the pool can be
try (Duryea Zouaves), and the gray business.
made serviceable by blasting through
E. M. Otero of Santa Fe arrived last the rock at Us base.
by members of the Robert E. Lee
The hospital,
camp, United Confederate Veterans, evening from the Capital City and some time ago, began the construction
was a visitor here today.
.
of this city.
,
o fa new pool, hut the residents of the
part of town in which the intsitution
is located protested so violently that
the council, after investigation, or
dered the pool filled up. The old pool
fills up 'rapidly and Is a constant
source of exepnse to the hospital. It
overflows frequently and is declared to
be a real menace to the health of
persons living near the hospital.
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES AT
The council tabled until the first
meeting In July the iblll of Ludwlg
Wm. Ilfeld for furnishing and Installing the bell In the city hall. The
bill amounts to $342.50. The fire department has agreed to raise the monOPPOSITE Y. fl. C. A,
ey to pay for the hell, hut Mr. Ilfeld
Is getting anxious to collect his mon'
18c for. 60c grass shears.
.,
i
,,
ey, a the bell has been hanging for
mowers.
..
lawn
$3.95 for $5.50
several weeks. It Is understood the
ball bearing" mowers.
$5.75 for $7.50
.
firemen will give some kind of an en
tents.
Indian teepee
$2.95. for $4.50 child'
,
tertainment soon to procure funds.
$1.85 for $2.60 ball bearing skates.
The meeting was attended by Mayor
at 6c a yard.
Red, white and blue bunting,
Clerk Tamme and Aldermen
Taupert,
Fast colored
bunting at 8c a yard.
Stern
Raynolds, Martin,
Tri-col-

rt

pro-Tide- d

one-four- th
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SffllER

WARES

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
31
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and Try Your Lucfe

d monta after
For ordinary everyday use, week after week,
month, no motor car at any price will give you more faithful or
enduring secvlc than as Everitt "30" at $1,250.
It hai th power, the speed, the ' roominess and the comfort k
that you need. It Is big enough bat not too b- - It If as simple
as any good car can be. It will stay In ordr and keep running
under the most
And It can,
operated by your
self-r-cost. a. ftacpon ol ths i sal "automobile
This last point hi specially interer"5" e'fr ' juth can he readL JkV tt
Ilon ol .
ily demonstrated.' The car will avera '.rifli
fueL The tires, are: nnugually largaj If
(
Tou need no chauffsntt-a- ny
member ilFTED NEBRASKAn'wilL W
i
r.
"Everitt 80."
E
FOR TH..
extravag- -'
Why shoald you pay
CONVENTION.
f
when you can get all the real ad vaf

s:t

:

,

trying-condition-

Jp"

a.

"KM

L

-

Thirty" at so reasonable
show you the car.

Aufc

Il-- F.
Sub-Agen-

'

;

-

Jtf.

PLANNED

Wan'ACK
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a fir-

at
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REFERENDUM
THESE PROGRESSIVE

DOCTRINES
WILL BE GIVEN INFERENTIAL APPROVAL,

ilOUR.

,.
Mex., June 27 The
.the Mexican revolution is at
Vy- - Five tboiiFUid rebels
:enehed and fortified at
46 miles south of here.
(
iea today to engage the
'mns of equal strength
General Huerta.

f

iiNyv-- B

Chihuahua.

EECALL

Kalhmore, June 27. Mr.
t:d
Senator O'Gormano New York will
write the platjmn was erect.-a'- national convi'srove. In Oxford-- .
When tfjPden was mortally
of the coaiisJrmlshwith Prince
today tftry.
wlthoir
cohe

SEE! 1
Set for 5 Air,
EMPRESS
ttBQULAIt RBTAIL VAl.
We pnrcliMcd umral eariotrt of this b.
tha tnauaiaottirer to ia
nrgaaporcoaaelowaa&hled
ana
lirtoo. We are charging pari
very
xpeDsa," and only ask yon to pay a peroentaire
aet. It la of a brautlfnl "Ooamoa" deslRn and i
lot leaa than fit In any nuU china a bora.
quality
uv liittuuiwiiurer ana ourauivea.
There Is a coupon In every lack of LARABEB'g
"t
ipoDB and $3.10 ia coab, drall, postal or express mot
a yon one of tbtte beautiful seta bv freight. AdrfroVS tY M
mlttanoe to The Cbina Department of the Larabee Flour Mil- tiukchlDSon, KaneaH. Be sure to writ your Dame and address pt
The coupons in LARABEB'g Flour are also good for Boners'" Pa-'other valuable prtumumaA-ktot tloaorlptive circular.

.

.'

s

'
.
,

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
GER
D
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
MAN-MILLE-

FOR
SALE
BY

ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

7
We are prepared to supply you with the hi hest
grade,
fast color Flags and Bunting in any quantity you may wish, at
exceptionally low prices. All new, 48 star goods.
5 Ft.x8Ft Fast Color, Heavy Grade
$2.50
Flag
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting
4.00
Flag
32x48 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
5oc
22x34 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted . . ,
25c
15x24 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
15C
11x16 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
iqc
No. 5, Printed Flags, 6x9j inches, per dozen 15C
No. 4, Printed Flags, 5x7 inches, per dozen
iOc
Waterproof Government Bunting,
7c
per yd
Waterproof Double Faced, "Passaic" Bunting,
!.10c
per yard.. ...
.

,

.x

Tri-Colo- r,

Tri-Colo- r,

'

trl-coi-

BANNERS

SIZE-WELC- OME

IF
OPPOSITE THE Y. M.

LA.

WIegand,
Quinn, Hays and Forsythe. Considerable business was transacted.
SECOND

-

ML

JL
5i5 DOUGLAS AVE.

,

Laa VGas'LoadinSioro

,

Head plumes tor horses, 10c each.
$1.45 for the $1.85 canvas cots, cross leg.
$1.85 for the $2.25 wire cots, 10 inches wide.
$1.95 for the $2.50 wire cots, S6 inches wide.
$1.85 for $2.25 wool cot mattresses, 30 Inches wide.
$1.95 for $2.60 wool cot mattresses, 36 inches wide.
Sheets and pillow cases at big discounts.

and Bonded Whiskies

,

one-fourt-

FLAGS OF EVERY

Brands of Bottled Beer

Come

OFFER

AND

DWELLINGS ARE NOW OF

The Car For Service

tri-col-

GOLDEN BEER ON

Delivered Free.

ft

'Awm

OF.

OLD RIPY WHISKEY

All

ON

STORES

The Everiit "30"

REFUSED THE

,

wn

COORS

TJ

JUDGE

YOUR

HAS

THE ROSENTHAL

HAYWQO

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

FOR

OFFENDERS.
There will be no more rontttod
fines In the municipal nillca court.
That was definitely settled laar nifihi
by the city council at Its regular
meeting. Upon motion the pollen anil
fire committee was instructel to Inform Judge U. R. Murray In the future not to remit be fine of any
brought before him except In
the case of minors.
The action was taken by the coun
cil after the reading of a report by
Alderman Quinn, chairman of the police committee. Mr. Qutnn reported
that he had Inquired of Judge Murray
why so many fines are remitted In
police court, and that the Judge had
Informed him the statutes make It
mandatory for him to remit fines for

STAPLE

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

.

PIM

AGUA

FRITCH

TRIAL

&$osmiwM6 Son
Established

186

-

'

South SidoPlaja

BEGINS.

Detroit, Mich., June 27. The case
of Dr. George A. Fritch, which attracted country-wid- e
attention two
years ago, was called in court today
for its (second trial. Dr. Fritch, who
was a well known Detroit physician,
was convicted of killing Mabel, Mill-mathrough a criminal operation
The home of the Millman girl was in
Ann Arbor. On September 6, 1909,
after ,she had been rdisslng from
home for several weeks, her dismembered body was found in Ecorse creek
near this city. The medical examination revealed that she had been the

victim of a criminal operation., On a
clue furnished by a friend of the dead
gir' Dr. Fritch was arrested and
charged with the crime. He was convicted chiefly on the testimony of a
chauffeur who declared that Dr.
Fritch, with whom he was well
had hired him for a midnight drive, to dispose of the remains
of the murdered girl, who had been
cut up and the parts of her body
sewed In several sacks.. After Dr.
Fritch had served mora than a year
in prison the state supreme court re

versed the decision and granted a
Since the action of the supreme court the physician has been at liberty on bond. The
chauffeur whose testimony convicted him has since disappeared, though
the prosecuting attorney hopes to lo- cate him and have him testify at the
second trial.
new trial of the case.

A. W. Bikker, Jr., of
Albuquerque,
agent for the Continental Insurance
company came in this afternoon on
train No. 10 from the Duke City.
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Eatray Advertisement
Etray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
whom
to
Notice
!t
Is
given
hereby
RESPECTED
may concern that the following fie- - may concern uat im iouowing in
. ,
scribed estray animal wa taken Bp by scribed estray animal wa taken up by
Work
Men
Who
6upertltlon Among
Wm. H. Harris, Jr, Gladstone, N. M.
J. N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
Whir Daylight Never Penetrate
t:
Ar Rather Quaint
One black mare, 8 years,
In
DOt
One dark bay.
forehead, stallion, 675 lbs., 13H hands 80 lbs..
Many and quaint are the superstiBranded
3 year
old.
tion existing among coal miner and high,
0n left hl?
Branded
I
each of them la respected by th wise
On
Said animal being unknown to this
left
J.
mine owner.
hip
For example, It la an
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unices claimed by owner on or
custom In the mines la the north of Board, unles claimed by owner on or before July 12, 1912, said date being
EXFERT SHOE REPAIRING
England and South Wales to close before July 12, 1912, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this
.
down a mine for one day when a man
sold
9l2lO0USLASiAVCNUE
In some 10 day after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be
is killed in the workings.
b tnis Board for the benefit of the
said
sold
will
acbe
a
advertisement,
estray
after
fata!
mines the closing day
cident Is the day of the funeral, but by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
more usually It is the day after the Owner when found.
accident.
Albuquerque. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
A L
In some mines it is considered an
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July Z, 12.
m m
omen of ill luck for a miner to carry
'12
his lantern In his left hand; and In 1st pub, June 21, last pub. July 2,
Ave.
and
Cor. Grand
Estray Advertisement
Douglas
It
is
regardothers, curiously enough,
Las Vegas, N. M.
uereoy Bitou io wuuui n
police
ed as' unlucky to carry the lantern in
Estray Advertisement
th right hand.
Notice la hereby riven to whom it mT concern that the following dewa
One of the oldest customs among
animal
taken
bribed
by
up
estray
may ooncern that the following deminer is that known as "parting." scribed
.
iarosa,
LumDley we8t
estray animal wa token up by M
When a batch of miners in England v.
One red bald face stag.
n
MM
Rnpvprrw.
or
new
a
on
work
seam,
cutting,
get to
LAS VEGAS GAR A.GE
One spotted cow. 8 years. about 10 years- 700 lb9
for the first time the first miner to
v
"ueu
strike the coal with his pick leave a
Branded
.,
M BIEHL, FropUlnfn
On
left hip
bit of the clothes he is wearing at the
On
left ribs
416 Grand A.
place where he strikes the first blow.
Said animal being unknown to thl
Said
thi
to
animal
unknown
being
(Cash In AC A jdlner always tears a bit out of his
unles claimed by owner on or
a Phone Maip
coat or trousers for this purpose, and Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board,
before
before
July 12, 1912, said date being
said
date
1912,
12,
custom
to
being
July
Remit by i mining districts where this
10 day after last appearance of this
torder ' If e prevails you may see many wearers 10 days after last appearance of thi
about with several torn advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement. ald estray will be sold
...of clog
w responsible
Ucheg ,nnelr ci0thes. telling of the by thl Board tor the benefit of the by thl Board for the benefit of the
specimen cotmbr 0f tlmflls they have fulfilled owner
I owner when found.
when found.
Ion.
"ustom of parting In the mine. It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
cidered unlucky to have auch
I
M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
N.
Albuquerque,
ILL PAPERS DISOO&oth8 tended.
1 8 1st pub. June 21, last pub.
2, '12. 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July z.'H
July
OF"
i?8
??
THE EXPIRATION
,0n
f
h of
PAID FOR.
the regu- BY Mi NE OWNERS
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HANDLER

ALWAYS

1.
NO.
DOrtADO LODGE
EL
Meet
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
A M.R-uia- r
very Monday eve
munication first and
in Caetle Hall
t, V om
third Thursday in
...
month. Visiting broth-ecordially Invited.
'
. B. Murray.
N. O. Herman, W.
aier-c-

CHAPMAN

LOOGE NO

t,

A. F. V
com-

eal

ADVER-

It;

...
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ijV

Secretary.

cente per line each Insertion.
no. 2,
las Vegas commandery.
Estimate six ordinary word to line.
? KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lei spaoe than two
ooooUt) mcsbA T
line. All advertle ment
V,
aoh momth at Mar
In
charged
day
will be booked at space actually set,
aonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. C D.
without regard to number of word. Boucher, ft C; Cha. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.

"

b

Harry
n
Keeper

Vi-ummander-

.

Mai-tin-

Rtxsords and

Seal

Reg-JiUl-

J

Meets. seond and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brother are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, t, ROYAL
convoca
ATTOKNKYh
ARCH MAON-- lr
tion ftrst Monday la each
HUNKER 4 HUNKER .
moaU at Masonle TemR.
m.
la.
Geo.
Chester A. Hun
H.
T:M
at
Hunker
p.
ple,
at Law.
William. H, P.; T. O.
Attorney
New Mexl
Las Vegas.
Blood, Secretary.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN f.

RAN&FORD CHAPTER

for

Sato

FOR SALE At ,a bargain.
Twelve
room house, modern. Apply 803

PHYSICIAN

NO. 2, O. E.

In
'
. DR. H. W. HOUF
Itaeoale Temple. Mr. T. B. Bowen,
, Residence 1016 Fifth St.
Worthy Uatrom; James O. Butledge
Office 506
Grand Avenue
Worthy Patron; Mr. George Tripp, Phones Re. Main 293. Office Main 4
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120 Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenue.

flnt end third Friday

tV-M- eeU

Jackson.

FRATERNAL
FOR
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Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertlaement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
it
Notice is hereby given to whom
... . - I
I
.4.
it...
mo ....
mat .V.
luuuwms uw
may ooncern that the ronowing ae-- may coucoru
was
animal
taken
scribed
by
up
animal
wa
estray
taken
up
scribed estray
by
Rocky Mt. Supply Co.. Koehler. N. M. W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
One iron gray horse 4 or
One light bay horse, 9
5 years, black mane and tall.
nanaa nign
years, 750 lbs., 14
Branded
Branded
M- On left hip
- On
lift shoulder
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
On left Jaw
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
10 days after last appearance of this I Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
t
n . A v nt n
oflvorttobmant maiH ostrnv will ha unlrt I u e
t..i. t mm
r01""'
the
of
benefit
the
Board
for
this
by
iq oays after iaat appearance of this
owner when found.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board tor the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

untT
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RESTAURANT ANC

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

nil
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Vpntalning
that particular
Advertiser
are guaranteed
scrupulously
dally and weeklv clrculatlni'sd an unlucky
of any newspaper in Northwestern th'8 card' and
New Mexico.
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THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

r

iast

'

i

To-wi-

To-wi-

MORTIMER

THOMAS

1912.

SALEBay

colt three years old.

gentle, sound and perfect in every
Good runabout and harness.
301 Railroad avenue.

BROTHERHOOD
NO.
10
Meats every Monday night at
O. R. C Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

'

LOCAL

TIME

CARD

EA8T BOUND
Vial ting members are
Arrive
cordially welcome. B. B. Qehrlng,
. 9:10 p. m.
1:16 p. s
president; X T. Buhler, secretary; No. 2. .
11:10 p., v .
No. 4.. .11:05 p m
C. H. Bally, treerer.
FOR SALE Typewriter ffnd chickens.
1:25 a.
No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
Inquire 1005 Seventh street.
2:10 p. at
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
run BALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Meet In the forest of brotheri
WEST BOUND
baur chicks, 12 per 100. Orders
love at Woodmen of the Won-hal1:45 p. n
No. 1... ..,.1:20 p. m.
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevon the second and fourth Tr
3
a.
m
Ho.
6:10
.6:15
p. as
ens. Humboldt, Kan.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
4:60 p.
No. 7
4:40 p. m
Consul; G. LaemmU, Clerk. Vir
No. 9... ...6:35 p. m
7:00 p. a
lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern. Ap I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Mi, by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
ply 1017 Seventh street
every Aran There Is only one way to cure deafTuesday of the month in the vestry ness, and that Is by constitutional
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; good
room of Temple Monteflore at t remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
linlocation. 803 Jackson.
o'clock p. m. Ylsltlnj brothers are inflamed condition of the mucous
ing of the Eustachian Tube.' When
Isaac Appal, thl tube is inflamed you have a rumcordially invited,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- bling gound or imperfect bearing, and
when it Is entirely closed, deafness is
retary.
the result and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
STOLEN One small bay horse, also KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNSli
to it normal condition, hear
harness and open buggy with red .NO. 8C4. Meet second and fomrt restored
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
gear. Horse branded TM on lert
O.
C.
in
R.
hall. Pione
case out of ten are caused by catarrh,'
Thursday
which is nothing but an inflamed con- hip. Suitable reward for any inforbuilding. Visiting members are o
ditlon of the mucous surfaces.
mation leading to recovery. Ben
invled.
G.
Peter
Emenaker,
dially
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Bruhn.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
for any case of deafness (caused by
way.

8 o'clock.

kjn

Now let the colonel, as ct Island (from twenty-flver of the new party, wave j aS arnow scattered
nd
and lead in the dear old 'rk state' Ni?w
says the New York Sun.
Goodby. 01d party, C,uc'tures
were takea.dowa to
praised the old party
for mercantile bulWIngs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
the civil service job, 'congregations moved uptown and
Advertisement
last pub. July 2, '12.
June
21,
1st
Estray
pub.
commission is stil'ilt new edifices. The old buildings
Is hereby given to whom it
aTMl tne
b"yrs took tnenl Notice
spite of the dentvere
concern that the following
Estray Advertisement
colonel When Y mn. caretuuy numnenng eacn sione may
animal was taken up by
ana maKing lull aeurneu uiawiugu iur
estaay
Notice is hereby given to whom It
e'
the
praised
sale with the materials to prospective H. B. Steele of Estancia, N. M.
may concern that the following de- governor of
purchasers.
One dark bay male horse bribed estray animal was taken up by
was trylDfjl
There is a good market for second star in
face, white left fore foot,
Federlco Glron, Puertecito, N. M.
last etat
hand churches taken down hereabout
650 lbs.
One cream colored cow,
old juuvlaln 40, and that can be moved by low cost years,
O-two
Branded
500
6
within
to
water
lbs., 4 feet.
years,
places
carriage
fhrOn rieht hlD
hundred miles. Old New Yorkers
Branded
'
'
journeying upstate, through New Jen
On left shoulder
Branded
often come upon
or
in
Connecticut
aey
Ml!!."
',
On left Jaw
Branded
a church that looks familiar, and on
H;0U, .AND 6IGN PAINTING
buildBranded
find
that
the
On left hip
inquiries
HardwooFlniBhlng, Paper Hanging making
stood .on Manhattan IsOn left shoulder
formerly
ing
t
Said animal being unknown to this
and Glazing.
.
land and after being taken to a new
animal being unknown to this Boara uniess claimed by owner on or
Said
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
so
to
as
was
give
site
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Juiy 12, 1412, said date being
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
rWt Side Plaza . . v . Old Town the stone a fresh appearance.
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
In the last dozen years an enormous before July 12, 1912, said date being 10 days after iaat appearance of this
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
1. Meet
business has been done in taking down 10 days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
every Monday evening a.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
ADV. CO brownstone houses in Manhattan and advertisement, said estray will be sold
on
bail'
All
their
Sixth street
visit
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt
Dy tnlg Board for the benefit of the LOST
them in many places. One
Reunset.
Large diamond,
ing brethren cordially Invited to at pation.
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS" fine facade by a famous architect of by tms Board for the benefit or mo pwner wnen founa,
turn to Optic office. $50 reward.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. Q.;
wnen
owner
louna.
- SIGNS FOR YOUR
sixty years ago is In Boston, another
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
CATTJUB SANHAKY BOAttD,
Albuaueraue. N. M,
In New Haven and a number are in
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St ,
FACTORY
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer-- LaCross, Wis., writes that she sufferAlbuquerque, a M.
New Jersey cities. More than a thousOFFICE, STORE OR
lst. nub. June 21. last pub. July 2, '12 NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF Dl- V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. ' ed all kind ot pains In her back and
and fine brownstone houses were taken 1st pub. June zi, lasr pub. July z.'ia.
VORCE SUIT
I Muslia Signs, Office Lettering
down in Manhattan last year and the
hips on account of kidney trouble and
The
of
State
New
Mexico
Window Display Card
rheumatism. "I got some of Foler
Estray Advertisement a.
stone and a good deal of the timber
Advertisement
E.
O.
Meets
F.
Tnee
first and third
Estray
In the District Court
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
Kidney Pills and ctter taking them for
were worked into houses and apartWall & Bulletin Display Signs
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
day evenings each month, at Wood a few days there was a wonderful
ment houses, hotels and halls within a
may concern that tne following de County of San Miguel
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor change in my case, for the tain entireSEE JENSEN Fountain Sur
may concern that the following de scribed
hundred miles of this city.
estray animal was taken up by Rosana Farln de Warick,
hips and I am
scribed estray animal was taken up by Milt
dially Invited to attend. A. M ly left my back and
Plaintiff,
Whipple, Alamo, N. M.
a medicine as
such
thankful
's
tkqre
J. H. Head, White Water. N. M.
C.
Adler, President; E.
Ward, Se Foley Kidney Pills." O. O Sohaefer
vs.
Case No. 7411
One bay and white fe
How He Tamed the Gallery.
t:
One sorrel mare, 750 lbs.,
retary.
and Red fros Drug Co. '
Agustin Warick,
male horse, 750 lbs., 5 or 6 years.
E. H. Sothern tells an amusing 10 or 12 years, 14 hands high.
'
'
Defendant
SHARPENED
Branded
'LAWNIMOWERS
story of his father, E. A., otherwise
'
Branded
You, Agustin Warick, the defendant
On left hip
t- -J
Lock"'and Gunsmith Bicycle and "Dundreary" Sothern. During the sumOn left shoulder
mer of 1863, the elder, with John T.
female in the above entitled cause of action,
One bay with white face
General Repairing
are hereby notified that an action for
Raymond and several other
horse, 750 lbs.,- 8 years.
too per IN lb.
MM Mm. r More, Each Delivery
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas actors, occupied the local theater of a On left hip
Street
divorce has been commenced against
Branded
Ibe. to tOO Ibe, Each Delivery
25c
ISM
per IM lb.
seaside summer resort, to which he
ijranaea
you in the District Court of the Coun
On left hip
80 per 1M Ibe.
Eaot. Delivery
SM lbs. to 1,004
,
and his company drew, a large house
to this
unknown
animal
Said
being
San
of
and
New
State
of
ty
Miguel
Said animal being unknown to this
several nights in the week to hear and
N Ibe. to 20 lbs faoh Delivery
40 per 1N lb.
claimed by owner on or
see them act rehearse, really, impo- Board, unless
unless claimed by owner on or Mexico by the above named plaintiff;
Board,
Lea
Than 6 lb Each Delivery
per 1M lb.
said
date
1912,
12,
before
being
New
an
said
July
that
seeks
absolute
next
winter's
for
plaintiff
their
rtant plays
I
before July 12, 1912, said date being
of
this
10
last
appearance
divorce on the grounds of abandon
York season.
days after
10 days after last appearance ot this
The galleuy "gods"" became so ob advertisement, said estray will he sold
ment desertion and
and
streperous on occasions that it was by this Board for the benefit of the I
, , t.
Inhuman treatment; that un
cruel
and
tlt
M
uy till a uuaiu lur 1117 ucuciu vi
with great difficulty the play could bs owner when found.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
less you enter or cause to be entered
The ringleader, a
owner when found.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
proceeded with.
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
your appearance in this cause on or
town tough, was known as Bill
SANITARY
BOAR'O,
CATTLE
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
before the 5th day ot August A. D.i
,
N. M.
Albuquerque,
'12
In
hira
will be taken against
lst pub. June 21, last pub. July 2,
The elder Sothern addressed
lst pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. 1912, Judgment
the midst of the most unearthly noise,
you by default
as follows: "Mr. Hanrahan, will you
Plaintiff's attorneys are C. W. G.
Estray Advertisement
be good enough to take charge of the
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
Estray Advertisement
Ward and Charles G. Hedgcock, whose
I
me?
for
order
and
keep
gallery
Notice Is hereby given to whom it office and postofSce address are Las
may concern that the following de
shall feel very grateful."
concern that the following de- - Vegas, New Mexico.
was
taken
animal
scribed
up
may
by
estray
cracked
Bill
The result was magical!
M.
N.
scribed
estray animal was taken up by (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO,
the heads of a few of his erstwhile Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone,
effect
4 years Ed Ellis, Dwyer, N. M.
such
with
One
good
anxiously
.How
fellow
Clerk of the District Court
rioters
mare,
man!
ice
gray
old
Good
before
One brown mare 10 years
Branded
we waitcb for him if somebody Is ill that it was only a little time
M
of order prevailed.
best
the
ice"the
800
lbs.
and
on
shoulder
On
old,
left
a
party
or there is
Branded
doubly
cream is not made!
Branded
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
On left hip
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. RochesBut One Distinction.
On left hip
anxious, however, if IPs our Ice you're
we handle
One lleht red cow 11 years, 500 ter, N. Y., says he reommends Foley
Mrs. J. G. Phelps Stokes (Rose
waiting on for you know
Classified ads. search out the people to whom atnonj a!
Also one brown mare 10 years old
Kidney Pills at everv epportunity be
n
address
recent
knew
tnat
a
also
said
in
You
Pastor)
.
enly the best
cause they gave him prompt relief
with star in face bearing the same lbs.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
dishonof
eertaln
and
that
New York, apropos
DP from a bad case of kidney trouble
our delivery of Ice is prompt
. Branded
brand.
financial methods:
That property you want to sell isHWORTH MOST to somethat had long bothered him. Such
you wont have to wait. There's a est
Also one bay horse.
"They tell a story about a man of
isn't
from Mr.
a
recommendation,
coming
reads the ads. in this newspaper and wduld never
who
one
pleasure in that knowledge,
Branded
On right shoulder
this type. It appears that, as he got
FG Sable, is direct and convincing evithere?
On right ribs
of
out of his motorcar one day, a thief
hear
Branded
your property unless it were advertised here..
dence of the great curative qualities
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
snatched a silk handkerchief from the
Said animal being1 unknown to this of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
unknown to this
animal
Said
being
overcoat.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Phone Main 227
Red Cross Drug Co.
pocket of his sable-line:
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or and
r"The millionaire grabbed the thiei
I
are anxious' to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
said
date
being
said date being before July 12, 1912,
and looked around for a police officer. before July 12, 1912,
is now well Known that not more
It
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
of
this
used
10
last
after
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
appearance
of
this
10
last
days
appearance
days after
Then the thief, squirmingly in his
than one case of rheumatism In ten
i Costs no more but gives the best
will be sold
said
musical instruments.
and
estray
will
sold
advertisement,
be
said
said:
sort,
advertisement
treatment
whatinternal
estray
Results
grasp,
requires any
H. L. Blomquist, Esdalle, Wis., says
"'Ah, let me go! Come on now, by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the ever. All that Is needed Is a free ap- As the classified ads. are read b all possibb barsrs, of a
bis wife considers Foley's Honey anl let me go. Arter all, boss, the only owner when found.
owner when found.
f plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
cure
at
is
me
that
each
the
cough
best
and
ap
between
parts
Tar Compound the
massaging
you and
difference
possible sorts of things, they have corns to be the finders of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
it and see how quick
on the market. "She has tried
plication.
Try
makln' your sixth or seventh
M.
N.
you're
best markets!
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,, N. M.
lv It will relieve the naln and nnre
kinds but Foley's gives the beet million while I'm still workln' on mj
'12
2,
and
June
21,
last
au
'12.
pub.
1st
Sc'iaefer
July
2,
dealers.
G.
pub.
Soi,j by
nesg
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July
result of all." O.
first.' "
Eed Cross Drug Co.
e
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DIVORCES

FEW

AMONG COORCII

i

PEOPLE
KANSAS

CITY PROCTOR MAKES
INTERESTING
DEDUCTIONS
FROM HIS EXPERIENCES.

10

'if
I

tt

KKasas City. June 27.-- rhe
chur-h- -I
marriage and woroo.Y, vanity
feel the divorce mill c.f Kansas
City
a of every other
city. AfQ1wMn
to
W. W. Wright, "divorco
nrrrtir" for
the circuit court, after a
iair iu 0l.
Uce. So
satisfactory has boou tho divorce proctor
experiment that Mr.
Wright has been made a permanent
officer of the court, and udivorce
case will be heard until he ..r
his voi- ....omnia nave rullf investigated all the circumsta.icei in the
case.
"And." said r. Wright, "just as soon
as every married couple embraces religion I will be out of a Job, for In
my investigation of thousands of divorces in the year that 1 have acted
as divorce proctor I have found
only
one In which both husband .and wife
were regular churchgoers. In that
case the divorce was asked because
of a mental weakness in one of the
parties which made It impossible for
the marriage contract to continue.
"While a hundred or more causes
are given in petitions for divorce, every one of them can he traced directly to the fact that one or both of the
parties Is irreligious, Mr. Wright
aays,
' "The next
great contributing cause
of divorce is woman's vanity. A godly woman who has stood before the
altar and promised to take the man
for better or for worse, to cleave to
lim through health" and through sickness, through prosperity and adver- -
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Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature in tun dud her for
motherhood.
But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time Is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet tha
time with the least possible suffering
and danger.
Mother's Friend la
recommended only for toe relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its' many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used It
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from its use.
This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect its work- Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of
the breasts, and
1

4

i

husband forgot to use ,the endearing CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORERS MEET
I
Oshkosh, Wis., June 7. Oshkoeh
words he used to use when they were
f j
f
opened wide her gates today in welsweethearts."
come to the liost
of t'Mliuaiasllc
i
-who poured into the c'ty
H1
young
people,
te- -i
FOR CENTRAL A. A. U. TITLES
i
, 3
i
to attend the state convention of
June 27. The annual Christian
Chicago,
Endeavor societies. It is
track and field championships of tha the sixth
blennjal meeting of the WisCentral Association, A. A. U., will be consin
and from present
organization
field
held Saturday on Northwestern
Indications it will establish a new
at Evanston. Many star athletes rep- record in the matter of attendance.
resenting universities, colleges, high The sessions will continue several
schools and athletic clubs In the middays. Rev. Edgar T. Farrell of Kendle west are expected to compote.
osha will preside and a number of
Thehe will be 13 events on the days'
speakers of wide reputation will b
program, which will be run off In the heard.
hurdle,
following order:
dash, trial heats;
trial heats;
Wnen your child has whooping
d
run,
one mile rung
congh be careful to keep the cough
hurdles
final;
dash, final;
loose and expectoration easy by glvini
i .
low Chamberlain' Cough Remedy as may
dash, trials;
be required. This remedy will also
d
run,
hurdles, trials;
tt
low liquify tho tough mucus and makenedash, final; twoflle run,
easier to expectorate. It has been
For a midnight tupptr, at for any other meal
SJ
open Telay ed successfully in many epidemics and
hurdles, final, and
For sail by all
other time, the very latest thing in stove
race. The field events will be put on is safe and sure.
that stove-artis- ts
simultaneously with the track con- dealers.
can d
is a
tests, the running high Jump, pole
BACON
STATUE UNVEILED.
will ea i ...
NcwT?CTfcdiO'NLy''
vault, shot put and running broad i
It Burns OH
"ff i TT I A;
June 27. A statue of
THE
London,
f
MILITANT ft fc
No
of
order
the
Ashei
competition
jump being
Francis Bacon, tha eminent Eliza
WQCRAT8,
11 Concenbethan scholar whom critics have de
and
ANCIENTS TO VISIT ENGLAND.'
fin
trates Heat It it as quick ai gat, ttciJief elc
mi- one
of
as
scribed
the
greatest
your--- No Wastt handier than coal, cheaper than
Boston, Mass., June 27. The en'
ters of prose in the English language j
kliiitS
tf ....
tire membership of the Ancient and
It Is Handy triciC'
and the possessor of one of the greatr
read- Honorable Artillery company of MasNo Dirt
est Intellects the world has ever pro.
NEAR CHI- - ftirrrn
n
sachusetts, the oldest and most famWILL
W
,tonnoKAPi
was unveiled today in South
It is Ready L 5,000 FEDERAL
THE PLATFORM FOR
ous military organization in America, duced,
with which instiNJlci 5,000 REBEL,
will sail from Boston early in the Square, Gray's Inn,
, CONVENTION.
tution the career of the famous scholto
a
visit
England.
coming week for
Is Intimately connectar
and
lawyer
During their stay on the other side ed. The Rt. Hon. Arthur J. BalTour
HTILLERY
IN
PLACE REFERENDUM
the Massachusetts men will be enRECALL
and delivered
memorial
the
unveiled
tertained by the Honorable Artillery
of
In
a
the
the oration
large
presence
ADERO'S
SOLDIERS
company of London, which organizaPLANNED THESE PROGRESSIVE
that included many persons of
DOCTRINES
'
tion paid a similar visit to Boston throng
T0
BEG,N
A'TTACK
AT
todajj
distinction.
WILL BE GIVEN INFERENsome years ago. The Americans will
N00N HOUR.
contf
TIAL APPROVAL,
be received by King George at Buckbe
this
a
as
rule
anklo
may
a
j
ingham Palace and a banquet in their curedsprained
In from three to four days by Rev.
Chihuahua,
Mex
june 27. The
honor will be given in tne famous
Baltimore, June 27. Mr.
Chamberlain's Liniment and
mM
applying
in the Mexican revolution
is at Senator O'Gorman of New nrynxi
'
Armory house at Finsbury, the home observing the dirbctlons with each setts.pisis
York will
fcand
ness
Five
today.
dealers.
thousand
all
sale
v
Before
bottle.
For
rebels
London
of the
by
organization.
write the platforr
gele Ml entrenched and fortified at
was ere u
national conveff'-mreturning home the Boston Ancients
V:hlmba, 46 miles south of here
DAKOTA HOLINESS MEET.
.Jgrove, In Oxford-- .
wil visit Windsor and place a tablet
When
the
exPected today to engage the
was mortally
RAISE
Mitchell, S. V., June 27. The
on the birthplace of the first comof the comra',ipden
columns
of
London,'-he
South
of
camp meeting
equal strength today the itlrmlsh . with Prince
mander of the company, Captain
Holiness association was opened John Hammed by General Huerta.
Richard Keayne.
without
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"7 zone." ,
every way Ji'Xy
'
contributes
to
Mr. Wright out of his experience
strong.
healthy
to the marmotherhood.
Mother's Friend Is sold sums up with this advic
at drug stores.
Write for our free ried man:
book for expectant mothers.
"Take your wife to a home where
BKADFIELO REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta,
you two may live alone until the children come, and be sure that tho chilthe divorce dren do come.
sity, would not seek
courts because the high cost of liv"By all means ojln a church at
once.
The day you pick your house,
him
had
for
It
made
ing
impossible
to buy her the gowns, the hats, the pick your church. The one Is as imbousefurnishings or the theater tick- portant as the other. Any church
will do so long as you live up to the
ets she craves.
f
"I found that fully
of all fundamental teachings and the ten
the couples in the divorce courts were commandments.
married in the country and began
"Take your wife to the theater, if
their married lives there. That struck you go; go to the parks, go on little
me as strange. I looked Into It. Wo excursions, and don't let a little thing
men's vanity again. I found that in like the marriage ceremony break up
the great majority of these cases the the love affair that existed before
wife was not content to live the hum the marriage.
"Don't uit courting when the hon
drum life of the village. The salary
was too email there. She deBired eymoon is over. I've had hundreds
more money with which to dress and of wives tell me that their journey
make a splurge. So she dragged -- er to the divorce court began when the
In

"

'

I

to the city and her vanity
e
brought her at last to the dtvor-court to get rid of the plain, plodding
husband and be free to choose another, if he had not already been chosen.
In most of such
cases the 'other
one' already had been selected.
"Another curious fact disclosed by
my statistics was that the vast majority of all divorce suits filed in this
county were hy persons' who lived
divorce
The downtown
downtown.
zone is also the church's tone. There
are very few separate houses suitable
for homes in that sone. The married
couples there board or live In fure
their mea l
nished rooms
outside. There .was no chance for
cozy housekeeping. The three things
went
tone,
together churchless
homeless tone, divorce tone.
"Very few divorces come from the
suburban district, where the churches
are and where nearly every couple
own their own home, with a parch,
a garden and other
a back yard,
pleasant surroundings and children.
There are few babies In the divorce
husband
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To your friends back home, until after the Fourth of July.

It contains the latest news from the Flynn and

Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because
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Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price by mail is 50 cents a month.
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MOWERS AND DINDERS
HART

Uacharat'h's for flags and bunting.

DRINKS

REFRESHING

I

change of program
tonight.

Complete
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We have made up a choice blend fitleaiot this purpose and
urge its use not only for its excUency 4but also for its eco
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gag about with several torn adve A
rensible ,,tches ln4helr clothes, telling of the by this' I
Specimen copmber of times
It ownerf
it;
Custom ot parting
"n- such
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Mr. and Mrs. George Bryan are
the proud parents of a baby girl born
Cots and bedding for rent or sale, to them Tuesday at their home on
National avenue.
Bachar&ch's.

Regular dance at Armory tonight

No. 4135-is a new 13 button tan
shoe for women, just received at
The new telephone directories, the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Hedgcock's. Ask to see this beautiful at tbs Opera Bar.
registration for which closed May 20,
design In footwear.
today were put in circulation among
The Leading Man, Biograph farce the patrons of the Mountain States
White Kitchen,, directly opposite comedy. Photoplay tonight.'
Telephone and Telegraph company,
Harvey hon&e, home cooking, home
The horse,' buggy and harness ot
made bread and butter, cleanliness.
The Lady of the Lake, a magnllfi- good service. Qug Lehman n, proprie cent animated
conception of Sir G. C. Waterman, who will leave in
tor.
'
Walter Scott's world famous poem. the near future for Michigan, were
The Browne tonight. Admission l'J sold at auction this morning to
'
An early arrival of
Charles KInkade.
and 15 cents.
shoes for women. Button and lace.
"Doc" Cornish, son of Dr. ' P. G.
The regular bimonthly meeting of
Tan, patent and gun metal. Latest In
design. Best in quality. Reasonable CornlBh of Albuquerque has returned the Las Vegas council of the Knights
In price. Hedgcock'3.
to the Duke City from New Haven, of Columbus will be held tonight In
where be has been a student at Tale the O. R. C. hall. All memhers are
Our aeroplane, broncho,
boxing University. CorniBh played with the urged to be present.
arena and other novelties arrived at Maroons and also the Grays, at differThe "Lady of the Lake presented
l our studio. Have your photo postal ent times last season and is well
with them, taken while you wait. The known here. During the past year, wtlh a cost of unusual excellence
I
Photo Shop, next Wells Fargo.
his second at Tale, Cornish has been amid the wildest and most beautiful
I
taking a special course preparatory to scenery imaginable. The Browne toI
Typewriters, adding machines, and studying medicine.
Beside distin- night. Admission 10 and 15 cents.
I
cash registers, cleaned, repaired or re- guishing himself in hla classes "Doc"
I
built J. A. d'Orsay, expert repairman was prominent in school athletics. He Eugenio Sena, who Is employed in
I
will be In the city for ten days and played In the outfield of the Tale var- the
jewelry store of Robert J. Taup-er- t,
ii will look after your needs In this lino,
was reported to be 111 today, besity ball team during the season, with
Recommended by United States gov- the
of the three games ing confined in bed at his home on
exception
"
ernment, Underwood Typewriter com- with Harvard, when ' he held down the West side.
pany, Kansaa City Southern railway shortstop. Toung Cornish Is slated
and others. Phone Vegas 106 or call to
Some "bo", who refused to give his
play second base for old Ell next
at A. P. Moran's curio store, Sixth St season, He will
play with Albu- name, was arraigned, before judge u.
querque teams during the summer to R. Murray this morning on the
Autoists who speed faster than the
keep In shape for next year.
charge of vagrancy. He was given
city ordinances allow would do well
his choice of hitting the trail or 30
to be on the lookout for policemen.
days on the chain gang and selected
A WONDERFUL SHOW
It is an assured fact that the police
the former. The gent had in his
de
mechanical
The
"$3,000
dummy,"
men are on the lookout for drivers.
two razors and a long
possession
Alderman Wiegand last night brought monstrating Rexall goods in the front
butcher knife, and had the appearstore
window
of
show
Murphey'a
drug
to the attention of the council the fact
ance of a bad number.
that autos are running too rapidly on yesterday afternoon and last evening.
L.
none
was
in
than
who
other
reality
the city streets and that many of the
Owing to a washout on the Santa
cars are on the thoroughfares at night P. Wright the well cr(own vaudeville Fe coast lines, west of
Albuquerquej
crowd
the
ad
without lighted lamps. He said It performer, certainly
train No. 10, due here this afternoon,
Many were unable to
would be a good thing for the city guessing.
minds ast night as to Is reported 10 hours late. A stub
financially it the cops would pinch a make up their
train, made up of the mall car from
few of these offenders, as the auto whether the demonstrator was man El
Paso, an express car and several
decidsome
and
haven't
or
automaton,
ordinance provides, a stiff fine. Mr.
coaches, was run from Albuquerday
Wiegand believed the money graft ed yet
to La Junta. It arrived in Las
que
mewonderful
a
of
"Isn't
that
piece
would not last long, howevefr, as he
the1 remarks of those Vegas on time.
was
chanism?"
citideclared if one or two prominent
to
wise
while
the
weren't
game,
zens were oblige to pay fines the who
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
rest would soon learn to drive a lit- "I don't see how he does it" could
"
be heard from the others."
Letters remaining uncalled for the
V
tle slower.
But man or machine, all were of Ee week ending June 22, 1912.
a
was
Dona Alblnita M. Brizal, Mrs.
opinion that the performance
the
V. Encinor, Mrs. Beulah Green,
The man has
wonderwul.
machine-lik-e
movements of
his Sra. Dona Maria Hernandez, . Lew
most careful study to get wise to Klstler, Frank Rush, Miss Verona
the fact that there was a real man Teel, Miss Carrie Wl'aon, Miss licdos
In the window and not wonderful
Wright, Mrs. Charlotte Wlasj".
'"
When calling for above letters
While standing erect and going please ask for "advertised letters."
to send us
. It's really cheaper
'
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
through movements with his arms,
all the big, heavy flat pieces
arms, Wrights eyes were as still and
in your family washing and
as glassy looking as a doll's and only
have us wash and iron them,
when he bent over did he relax.
and then do the few remainWright's eyes were as still and
ing pieces at home yourself,
the window, by walking the full length
than to bother with a washerof the store. He executed this as
woman.
cleverly as the remainder of his perOur charge for this service toformance, and one lady who was
tals but little for the entire lot
the "doubtful" followed him
among
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
in his walk, but was unable to denapkins, handkerchiefs, etc
cide whether he was man or dummy.
These articles are washed wonWright Is a well known vaudeville
derfully clean and white by our
and has made big hits in
performer,
a
process, and ire ironed with
many of the large theaters. He hal
fine finish.
the record of standing one hour withTake advantage of the service.
out blinking an eye, and also performs
vaudeville
many other wonderful
AND
stunts. He is at the present time
working under the management of W.
McDougall, the well known sporting
cartoonist, and it is probable that he
will appear in, vaudeville at the
Browne theater in the near iuture. -
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Supreme in T
onngr, vaine 1
.
r.
raDric ana otyr
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything yo
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail,
to look us over.

BRIDGE STREET

-

coln.

"

LUDWIG Wm. 1LFELD

Finch 'i Golden Wedding Rye. agd
the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of cows.
In

Find your picture in our Johnson
Training camp views. We have
The Photo Shop, 615 East Lin-

35c THE POUND
;ast Las Vegas,"N.

CLOTHES

The New Woman and the Lion, a
udicrous Selig animal comedy. Photoplay tonight.

--

Jin

& MARX

Expert kodak finishing at the Photo
Shop, next Wells Fargo Co,

And what can be more so than

mi

SCHAFF HE!

Pro-topla- y

We call your attention to our window. It is
full of things to help make you remember THIS
A th OP ALL OTHERS.
Order early.

":

DE-MPlEffl'"

We Are Headquarters For
Cots and Cot P;Ms

Beds and Springs
Mattresses and Pillows
Comforts and Blankets

i

STEARNS
-

V-

O WOO
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vVe

have

oil

15

Ii

.

v ,

,

hand a complete stock of

zrm cz s, raw screens and

(screening

At The Alost Reasonable Prices

I

'rl

lari

Get our quotations before buying
rest

.lag wmm
Phone Main

LUMDSr GO.

N'

SiARITE
WHOLESALE

A

;

G. JOHHSEU & SOU
THE COMPLETE ROME FURNISHERS

Apo-donl-

Saves Money

NUT

J.

This Service '

Old Town

150

in all sizes at the lowest prices--r- o
Sale or For Rent

....

LUMP
NDiR ETAI

L

to
52

DE VARGAS PAGEANT

ma-hcln-

iltffjftt

N

SANTA FE. JULY

1

TICKETS ON SALE

--

We are Receiving a Fresh Line, of Vegetables.
Every pay. The Following are Some:
OreeaTJnions
Radishes
Lettuce
Soup Bunches .Asparagus
Parsley
Turniffe pcKolsjrabi
Beets
Cucumbir&iiCauliflour
Carrots
,
Peas
Rhubarb
Cabbage
Wax & Green Btans 6 Tomatoes

. 617 Dough

Main Bt

CHERRIES, California and New Mexico
APRICOTS

--

-

GOOSEBERRIES

We Have Received

OF?

DjiiiiifiiT

ELOR, Agent.

Art

Another Selig animal picture at
the Photoplay tonight. Don't miss It

I

There's a Reason

it

They Are Pure

Buy a Hanging Basket
For Your PorctL,

a Shipment

niirmTiT
DrnnV
UIU Jl UillUil

Sixth
Street 1

507

-S-

EEDSMEN

&

C.

OnT
i3Uil

CI
FLORISTS

-

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

Sold by

is one of the show places of Vegas.

BOUCHER

Si.oo AND UP

FRESH COMB HONEY

ATTHE.GSMFSBMWAiCO.STOI

5, 1912

PRESERVES

Laundry

Pheat

D. L. BATCH

Steam

-

ALSO FRULTS.

mom

JAM

Veas

AND

Fare For The Round Trip

Use Nothing But

Las

-4
3,-

1912

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY BTH., 1012

FERN DELL

Tbe Home nf TliB Besl of Everything Eatable

MY

5,

Phone
Vegas 121

"

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

"The Store of Satisfaction"
;

i

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

I

